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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The nation's recent recession has nurtured a new aware-
ness of technology and its impact on global economic com-
petition. Nowhere is this situation more evident than in the
popular fascination with "high technology," a term that
has been glamorized by the media. canonized by economic
planners, and alternatively analyzed and puzzled over by
academics, industrial executives, and others. Accompany
ing this rising consciousness of technology is a mounting
concern for innovation in the private sector and increasing
pressure for organizations of every description to act to-
gether in the revitalization of America's economy. Higher
education and industry, in particular, are being called upon
to form partnerships for technological progress in the pub-
lic interest.

The purpose of this rzoori is to examine the "high-
technology connection" in which academic institutions and
industrial firms are joined in cooperative efforts to stimu-
late technological change, taking into consideration the
major spheres of acadernic/industrial cooperation, the pri-
mary mechanisms of interaction, arid some of the most
significant emerging problems and opportunities.

What Is the Context !Or Aeademie/Lndustrial Cooperation?
Economic planners increasingly regard academic institu-
tions as critical resources in strategies to reinvigorate ma-
ture industries and stimulate new, "sunrise" industries.
The basic research they perform, the skilled manpower
they prepare, and the important services they provide are
essential for corporations, entrepreneurs, and communities
attempting to adapt to a rapidly changing economic and
technological environment. Consider the following find-
ings:

The growth of thriving high-technology complexes,
such as Boston's Route 128, California's Silicon Val-
ley, and North Carolina's Research Triangle Park, owe
much of their success to the concentration of intellec-
tual capital in nearby universities.
The attraction of new high-technology companies to
any area depends in part on the responsiveness of
community and technical colleges in offering training
in technological skills.
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The ability of corporations to recruit competent pro-
fessionals is enhanced by the availability of continuing
education courses and °Jier academic offerings at
local institutions.

Surveys of state government initiatives reveal that over
200 programs Mated to high technology are currently in
place. Many 4tates are seeking to improve their educa-
tional infrastructure and to promote academic/industrial
connections and thereby enhance their competitive posi-
tion. Several governors are planning substantial increases
in approptiations for highereducation "to spur research
and job training in high technology leads as an aid tu eco-
nomic development" (Magarrell 1%4, p. 1).

What Makes up the "High-Technology Connection"?
From the standpoint of economic development, the high-
technology connection can be conceptualized in terms of
three major areas of linkage: research and development,
technology transfer, and human resource development.

The research connection has received most attention
because of advanced technology's dependence on funda-
mental research. Continuous innovation in products and
processes requires close interaction between those who
perform basic research and those who use it to develop
and commercialize products (Prager and Omenn 1980, p.
379). Industries seek to gain a "window on technology"
and access to outstanding faculty and graduate students.
Universities need to supplement federal funding, secure
adequate instrumentation, and support graduate research.
This connection has some important features:

Cooperative research projects often arise out of prior
consulting relationships. Personal interactions and
understanding of industry's needs are reg riled as key
factors in successful connections. .

Multimillion dollar agreementssuch as the 12-year,
$23 million compact between Harvard and Monsanto
for biological and medic. Al researchare very rare.
Research connections include such mechanisms as
contracted research projects, exchanges of personnel,
and cooperative research centers. They vary in the
extent of interaction, number of participating universi-
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ties and industries, and degree of joint planning and
governance.

Technology transfer is premised on the realization that
the emergence of new concepts in science and engineering
is only one part of the larger process of innovation. Analy-
sis of innovation as it occurs in established corporations
and in new firms reveals that numerous factors imninge on
the process, including the costs and risks associated with
research and development, the organizational practices of
the corporation, the tole of the entrepreneur as product
champion or as head of a new firm, and the needs of small
businesses for technical, managerial, and financial assist-
ance.

Transfer occurs through such means as informational
events and publications, faculty conmilting, associates
programs, and various kinds of extension services.
Industrial or research parks, often regarded as epito-
mizing campus/corporate ties, require the right mix of
circumstances to succeedand many have failed. A
variation that is becoming more common is the indus-
trial incubator that helps small firms in their initial,
start-up phase.
Efforts to support entrepreneurship often entail close
cooperation with a number of industrial and commu-
nity growth organizations in a particular area. The
term "cooperative entrepreneurial development".de-
scribes these comprehensive programs.

The human resource connection merits more examination
than it has received thus far. The supply of graduates in
science and engineering and the availability of skilled tech-
nicians are already major concerns of technology-based
industries (Joint Economic Committee 1982, p. 39; Useem
1981, pp. 19-20), and it is estimated that the skills of nearly
half of the work force may be obsolete by the year 2000. To
meet its need for workers. industry now spends from $10
billion to $30 billion or more annually on in-house training
programs. This trend is notlikely to change, but authorities
in the training field see great opportunities for an expanded
academic role, contingent on willingness to adapt to indus-
try's needs (Lynton 1981. pp. 14-15).



Mechanisms for linking academia with industry vary
from regular degree offerings and industrial advisory
committees to external degrees and programs that
grant credit for noncollegiate learning. Sponsorship of
continuing education courses and the cooperative
education movement have grown dramatically.
While four-year colleges and universities struggle with
critical shortages of faculty in engineering and compu-
ter science, two-year institutions are trying to accom-
modate the new demands for tezhnicians an advanced
technology fields.
Little statewide coordination of p,astsecondary educa-
tion resources. specifically training and other needs
related to technology, is apparent. Development strat-
egies for the most part are lodged in departments of
commerce or economic development.

Not many true "partnerships" exist in the fullest sense
of joint planning and management or extensive interaction
on many fronts. although some examples are emerging.
Initiatives to bring all segments of the community together
to address local and regional economic needs may prove to
be powerful incentives for stronger bonds.

What Issues Affect Academic/Industrial Cooperation?
interorganizational efforts are not easy to develop and
manage successfully. Barriers include the different pur-
poses of the academic and industrial sectors, constraints
on time and other resources, and rigid organizational poli-
cies and rewards. Bridging the gap between sectors is a
unique challenge that requires leadership capable of foster-
ing communication and mutual trust (Peters and Fusfeld
1983, p. 42).

A number of perplexing issues arise at each point of the
academic/industrial nexus. In research. academics consider
intellectual property rights an issue, although industrial
representatives tend to assume the issue can be resolved
through negotiation. Nontraditional programs involving
credit for extrainstitutional learning or tailor-made offer-
ings are an issue in human resource connections, because
they may be seen as diluting standards or giving up control
of the curriculum. In entrepreneurial relationships, the
financial ties of faculty inventors or of institutions them-



selyes to,new)entures pose thorny problems of conflict of
interest.

Beyond these speCific issues is the more general concern
that industrial ties may subvert academic priorities and
-abridge academic principles. Academic/industrial relation-
ships do have important implications for academic free-
dom, autonomy, and objectivity, but while these principles
are important guidelines, they should not be viewed as
absolutes:

lithe university moves nearer to a partnership iith in-
dustry, more resources can become available, but the
university may relinquish some of its unique capabilities
for unrestricted exploratory research and freedom of
action. There are no absolutes. and the issues become
matters of degree and common sense (National Science
Foundation 1982, p. 32).

Nevertheless, many academic men and women are likely
to remain wary of such connections, and the issues will no
doubt be the subject of continuing debate in the months
ahead.

What Are the Implication of Cooperation between
Academia and Industry?
Viewed as embracing entrepreneurial services and the de-
velopment of human resources in addition to research, the
high-technology connection implies roles for all types of
colleges and universities. It is evident that many institu-
tions across the country anticipate expanding their associa-
tions with industry. !n many cases, the imperatives of re-
gional economic development will shape these relation-
ships in important ways.

Industry cannot replace the federal government as the
mainstay of academic science. Even the most optimis-
tic projections assume that industrial support (now
about 4 percent of the total) will remain a relatively
small percentage of the income for academic research
and development.
Industry's training needs do Lot represent easy
sources of income and enrollments. The necessity of
adapting to industry's requirements will require new



thinking about the teaching/learning process and the
means of ensuring quality.
State funding for ambitious projects in technological
development will not come without strings attached.
Based on legitimate concerns for economic improve-
ment, these new sources of support may tempt institu-
tions to promise more than they can deliver. But the
danger is great that academia will oversell what it can
contribute

Higher education and industry have a long and fruitful
tradition of cooperation, and institutions wishing to
strengtheniinks can build on past experience. It would be
wise assess areas where cooperative arrangements al-
re y exist, determine how well they are working, and

ggest how they Might be improved. Doing so will not
ecessarily lead to new positions or new policies, but in

/times such as these, higher education clearly needs to re-
'; think its relationship with industry.
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FOREWORD

Since t:_e establishment of the land-grant colleges and
research universities, higher education has always had some
interaction with industry. Most notably this has been the
area of service (e.g., tjie agricultural extension agent and the
farmer) and research (e.g.. the development and technology
transfer of the transistor). However, as a result of reduced
traditional funding, this relationship is coming under new
scrutiny. Today higher education more often looks toward
business and industry as a source of funds, state-of-the-art
equipment, and temporary faculty with u -to-date expertise
in such fast-moving technological areas as computers.

Caution exists on both sides in developing this education-
industry connection. Academe fears that a direct relationship
with industry will negatively affect the free flow of
knowledge, that there will be a tendency for faculty to
"prostitute" themselves, and that the profit-making nature of
the commercial sector will inhibit the traditional emphasis on
pure research. On the business side, reluctance stems from
the notion that academics still live in an ivory tower and do
not cope well with the real world.

State and local government leaders, however, are
encouraging a greater interaction between higher education
and industry. They perceive such a relationship to be healthy
for their economy. As government leaders witness the growth
of such industrial areas as The Research Triangle in the
Durham-Raleigh, N.C. area and Silicon Valley in southern
California. they realize how important higher education
institutions can be in stimulating the development of new
high-technology industries.

As clearly reviewed in this report by Lynn G. Johnson,
assistant provost and member of the graduate faculty in the
field of higher education at the University of Akron, there
are three major connections between higher education and
industry:

1. Research - Cooperative arrangements can help
stimulate faculty, productivity and discoveries.

2. Technology transfer - Faculty discoveries can be
transferred directly to the commercial sector.

3. Human resource development - Industry's need for
personnel training or re-training hat. never been
greater.

.15
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It is probably correct that both higher education and
industry should approach their partnerships cautiously,
constantly reviewing how these connections may affect their
primary missions, This report prodes a better
understanding of how academe and industry have worked
together in the past and how they may benefit from
partnerships id the future.

Jonathan D. Fife
Series Editor
Professor and Director
ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education
The George Washington University

xvi
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THE HIGH-TECHNOLOGY CONNECTION

There is general agreement among economists and oth-
ers that one of the most powerful forces influencing the
American economy is technological changethe ad-
vance in knowledge relative to the industrial arts (that!
permits . . . new methods of production. new designs for
existing products. and entirely new products and ser-
vices (Mansfield 1968, p.

Several forces have converged in recent years to create
intense interest in academic/industrial relationships: (1) the
urgent sense of global. economic competition; (2) the
search for ways to stimulate technological progress: (3) the
launching of ambitious technological development straw-.' gies by state governments and other agencies; (4) a new
appreciation for the contributions of academic (ward],
teaching, and service to economic development; and (5) a
belief in the benefits of close cooperation between aca-
demic and industrial organizations.

To speak of academic/industrial linkages as "the higtV
technology connection" is not to say the only reasons for

. advocating cooperation are technological or that no other
substantive foci for interaction exist. But the most power-
nil pressures affecting these links today revolve around
technological innovation, dissemination, and implementa-
tion. They are symbolized and even glamorized in the fas-
cination with "high tech," and they are embodied in the
myriad proposals for technological development that one
encounters everywhere in community growth organiza-
tions, regional planning bodies, state development offices,
and fek!eral agencies. What the high-technology connection
means, in short, is that academic/industrial cooperation is
not.an end in itself but a means to other ends, the chief of
which is economic growth through advanced technology
(Baer 1980; Low 1983).

This chapter deals with the contemporary economic
context of collegiate/corporate relations. It has three pur-
poses:

I. to examine high technology in the context of current
industrial and economic problems:

2. to explore the connection between high technology
and higher education; and

Academic!
industrial
cooperation is
. . . a means
to other ends,
the chief of
which is
economic
growth
through
advanced
technology.

The High - Technology Connection
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3. to outline state government initiatives that seek to
link academic institutions and industry in the devel-
opment of high technology.

The Economic Context
Current economic conditions and trends are the subject of
considerable attention as the United States seeks to re-
cover from the stagnation of the late 1970s and early 1980s.
Several themes are apparent in the literature, all of which
relate in one way or another to technology.

One theme is that America is losing ground to other in-
dustrial nations: "Our once unchallenged preeminence in
commerce, industry, science, and technological innovation
is being overtaken by competitors throughout the world"
(National Commission on Excellence 1983, p. 11).

Indications of slippage in international competition are
indeed numerous. During the last decade, the United
States lagged behind Japan, France, Canada, Great Britain,
and West Germany in expenditures for plants and equip-
ment as a percentage of total output, and in 1980 America
ranked lowest among its chief competitors in exports as a
percentage of gross national product (Helms 1981, p. 3).
With increases in productivity rates in West Germany,
France, and Jan exceeding those of the United States in
recent years, some fear that the overall productivities of
these countries may surpass our own by the end of the
present decade (Hewlett et al. 1982, p. 615).

A second theme is that fundamental changes are occur-
ring in the bases of economic growth. Among the reasons
typically cited for America's problems in international
competition, the status of research and development fig-
ures prominently (Hansen 1983; Molitor 1981: Prager and
Omenn 1980). If "knowledge and information industries
are fast becoming decisive factors in the growth of the
productive forces of nations," then funding for research
and development (R&D), the number of graduates in sci-
ence and high-technology disciplines, and the number of
patents applied for and granted are among the most vital
factors for economic progress in today's world (Molitor
1981. p. 24).

Studies of chemical, petroleum, electrical, and aircraft
industries have demonstrated that R&D has a significant
impact on rates of productivity increase (Hewlett et al.

19



FIGURE 1
R&D AND THE BALANCE OF TRADE: 1960-1978
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1982). Although it is difficult to isolate the effects of new
technologies from investments in education and physical
capital, it is clear that "these technologies play a major
role in determining the size, viability, and profitability of
particular industries and firms, as well as their competi-
tiveness in international trade" (Hewlett et al. 1982. p.
578).

Striking evidence for the effects of research and develop-
ment on worldwide competitive advantage can be seen in
export/import data in various fields of manufacturing (see
figure 1). Dramatic differences in the U.S. balance of trade
(exports less imports) from 1960 to 1978 have been found
in R&D-intensive and non-R&D-intensive manufactured
product groups, with the former experiencing steady
growth and the latter precipitous decline (Hewlett et al.
1982, pp. 578-79).

Congress recognized the importance of technological.
change for the national welfare when it created the Office
of Technology Assessment in 1972:

As technology continues to change and expand rapidly.
its applications are large and growing in scale, and in-
creasingly extensive, pervasive, and critical in their im-
pact, beneficial and adverse, on the natural and social
environment (Technology Assessment Act of 1972. §2.
42 U.S.C. §1862 (1972)1.

Declarations of momentous economic change abound to-
day, as various observers inform us that we are witnessing
"a new socio-economic era" (Hansen 1983. p. 114), a shift
to an "information society" (Naisbitt 1982, p. 20), and a
"radical transformation" through the impact of technology
on a host of occupations (National Commission on Excel-
lence 1983, p. 11).

One far-reaching aspect of this change is the increasing
interdependence of science and technology. Innovations in
technology before the middle of the nineteenth century did
not depend on scientific knowledge and were not intro-
duced by trained scientists (Mansfield 1968. p. 2). But as
scientific knowledge has developed, science and technol-
ogy have increasingly interacted in many fields, leading in
this century to whole new industries. Because science and
technology are now closely intertwined. industrial firms

21



that ignore R&D :ire risking obsolescence, and technologi-
cal progress has become a matter of national concern (Birr
1966, pp. 76-77).

The third theme in the literature concerning the-eco-
nomic climate of the 1980s is the belief that advanced tech-
nology holds the key to future prosperity. Noting that hu-
merous reports "state with confidence that new technology
means increased wealth for people. companies. and coun-
tries," the president of the Exxon Resea,.ch and Engineer-
ing Company suggests that inaistrial policy relating tech-
milogical innovation to economic health is fast becoming
"a key issue of our times" (David 1983, p. 27). While defi-
nitions of technology vary and assumptions about its im-
pact are often questionable, it is clear that "the fashion for
high tech . . . is more of a symptom than anything else. It
means that the system is changing" (p. 30).

Odd as it may seem for such a ubiquitous term. "high
technology" does not appear to have a universally ac-
cepted definition. One recent report uses "high technol-
ogy," "new technology." and, "advanced technology"
interchangeably to refer to various forms of technological
innovation, including changes within traditional industries
as well as the emerging fields of microelectronics, telecom-
municationS. and biotechnology (National Governors As-
sociation 1983, p. 4).

According to the Dictionary of Business and Science.
technology is "the branch of knowledge that deals with the
industrial arts; the unrestricted search for technological
improvements" (Tver 1974, p. 522). While science involves
knowledge of general truths or the operation of general
laws, tennology concerns "the applications of science to
the needs of man and society" (Ashby 1958, p. 82). De-
rived from the Greek techne, meaning artistic or manual
skill, technology is generally associated with those skills
that result in a manufactured product or industrial process
(Mansfield 1968, p. 1).

While some writers use high technology to refer to ..0-
phisticated product; ..nd processeslasers. fiber optics.
robotics, CAD/CAM, and the like others prefer to limit
the term to the knowledge that these products and proc-
w;ses embody. Its most important distinguishing character-
istic does not lie in the technical content per se but in the
"organization of knowledge and the continuum through

The High-Technology Connection 5
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which it is applied" (Baker 1983, p. 111). The interdepen-
dence of system components and the integration of knowl-
edge about these components in product design and manu-
facturing is therefore the hallmark of high technology
(Baker 1983).

The fact that computers have aided in this integration
and are used in many innovative products and pro6esses
no doubt explains the popular tendency to regard anything
related to computers as high tech. But the essence of ad-
vanced technology would seem to be the ability to inte-
grate and apply scientific and engineering knowledge to
complex problems. Intl:is sense, it is a relatively more
sophisticated form of "the know-how necessary for the
creation of goods and services demanded by an economic
society" (National Academy of Sciences 1978, pp. 11-12).

One of the most widely read reports on technology and
economic development identifies several industries in
which the application of high technology is especially prev-
alent: chemicals and allied products; machinery, except
electrical; electrical and electronic machinery, equipment,
and supplies; transportation equipment; measuring, analyz-
ing, and controlling instruments, including photographic,
medical, and optical goods, and watches and clocks (Joint
Economic Committee 1982, p. 4). Based on its survey of
691 companies in these categories, the Joint Economic
Committee describes the high-technology firm as labor-
intensive, science-based, and R&D-intensk c. Such firms
tend to be relatively young and relatively small, witba
predominantly national or international market orientation
(pp. 4, 19-21). Above all, they have high growth records
and generate jobsindeed, most of the new manufacturing
jobs created in the private sector. From 1955 to 1979, these
high-technology industries accounted for 75 percent of the
net increase in manufacturing employment in the United
States (p. 6).

The growth potential of products manufactured through
advanced technologiesoften referred to as "high value-
added products"is frequently contrasted with the decline
of traditional American industries and has led to their char-
acterization as "sunrise" as opposed to "sunset" indus-
tries. The sunset industries, including such fields as auto-
mobiles, steel, and textiles, are expected to lose from 10
million to 15 million manufacturing jobs in the next 20
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years. some of which will move to countries abroad where
lower wages and access to raw materials offer competitive
advantages (Georgia Office of Planning and Budget 1982,
P. 9).

Given their growth potential, innovative features, and
other desirable characteristics like employment of highly
trained technical and professional people, high-technology
companies are very attractive to communities (Hodges
1982; National Governors Asfociation 1983)hence the
view that high technology holds the key to the revitaliza-
tion of American industry and the future competitiveness,
of the American economy in worldwide markets.

High technology companies offer a brighter future for
America, but they offer salvation for those regions of
America that have borne the brunt of our economic de-
cline. The ability of these states and localities to he a
part of the technological renaissance will diversify their
economies and make them less susceptible to large-scale
economic downturns (Joint Economic Committee 1982,
p. v).

To regard high-technology companies as the salvation of
whole regions, however, is probably overstating their po-
tential. Even these firms are not immune to economic
slumps, and in any case they are neither large enough nor
numerous enough to replace all of the jobs being lost in
declining industries (David 1983; Pollack 1984). A more
sophisticated view is emerging: It recognizes the impor-
tance of new high-technology firms but takes more factors
into account, including the continuing role of existing in-

, dustries (Pollack 1984. p. 1). Thus, some professional plan-
ners now prefer the term "advanced technology" and de-
fine it broadly. emphasizing that technological innovation
is crucial in all industrial sectors (Holtzman 1983).

'fitehnology and Higher Education
The connection between technological development and
highlr education has several facets; the one most empha-
sized in the literature on academic/industrial connections is
the research activity conducted on university campuses
and its significance for industry. Universities conduct a

. relatively small part of the total R&D work in the United
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States, but they are responsible for nearly half of all basic
research$4.3 billion or 49 percent in 1981 (Fusfeld 1983.
p. 12).

Although basic research has traditionally been perceived
as distinct from applied research and from development
activity (see, for example. Pelz and Atv4,-,vs 1966, p. 65).
such distinctions are today becomin ;, end the time
lag between discovery and commem n compressed
in many emerging fields (Culliton 1982). A recent essay on
research occurring in medicine, recombinant DNA, en-
ergy, artificial intelligence, and other fields notes that the
wedding of science and technology is everywhere apparent
(Seitz et al: 1982). The evolution of computer capabilities
and the development of new materials benefit nearly every
field, and while the link between fundamental research and
industrial use takes many forms, innumerable cases exem-
plify the tendency for breakthroughs in one area to spur
advances in others.

Such observations have led to a number of generaliza-
tions about technological innovation that are germane to
academic/industrial relations. In terms of the entire spec-
trum of activities from basic research to commercial appli-
cation and marketing, the link between the generation of
new knowledge and the translation of that knowledge into
commercial products and services:

. . . depends on close interaction between those who
perform basic research and those for whom the resultf
of bast- research are the raw materials for product de-
velopment and commercialization. . . . Strong
university-industry relationships can enhance the basic
research-innovation linkage (ittager and Omenn 1980, p.
379).

"Development through technological innovation" is a
central element in economic revitalization and is crucial to
both the encouragement of small entrepreneurial busi-
nesses and the modernization of traditional industries
(Holtzman 1983, pp. 2-3). The "innovation development
cycle" is a series of stages: technology ideas; commercial-
izable ideas: priaductizatinn; marriage of technology with
entrepreneur; start of a business; and expansion of a busi-
ness. Technological development must address each stage
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of this cycle and must also address the entire process in a
coordinated manner. Higher education is "E resource of
singular imPortance," and academic participation is an
important part of the process:

It has been generally recognized nationwide that if ef-
forts to encourage development through technological
innovation are to succeed, the university community
can, and must, play a vital role (Holtzman 1983, p. 4).

The most widely heralded instances of academic partici-
pation in technological development are the case histories
of Boston's Route 128, California's Silicon Valley, and
North Carolina's Research Triangle Park, in which the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Stanford Univer-
sity, and the 'II-jangle institztions (Duke, North Carolina
State, and the University of North Carolina), respectively,
played important roles. These well-known centers of high-
technology industry f_.-zgan with a concentration of intellec-
tual capital in scientific and engineering fields and became
magnets generating industrial research projects, spawning
new firms, drawing additional faculty and graduate stu-
dents, and in turn attracting additional support from gov-
ernmehtal and industrial sources (Birchfield 1.982). Their
development occurred over a considerable period of time
and was aided by substantial fin, racial investments.

No single element was responsible for the success of
those otsas.

".:4;

Instead, a combination offactors. including research
and teaching activities at great universities, a rich en-
dowment of labor skills, venture capitalists, high tech-
nology entrepreneurs, and federal procurement actittities
in the area are intermingled to provide the intricate fab-
ric of a "creative environment" that underfliesl the eco-
nomic dynamics of the region (Joint Economic Commit-
tee 1982, p. 49i.

The academic connection nevertheless requires special
attention. Citing an earlier study of 32 high-technology
firms, the Joint. Committee's report notes that "in an ex-
traordinary number of cases a university played a major
role in the companies' histories" (1982, p. 51). This role
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involved not only keeping company personnel informed of
the latest research developments but also helping firms
acquire competent technical staff.

This second aspect of higher education's connection
with technological development, the provision of trained
manpower, is highlighted in'the Joint Committee's own
analysis of high-technology companies and their prefer-
ences for relocation. The item high-technology firms most
frequently rated as significant or very significant in select-
ing a region for relocation was labor skills and availability
(Joint Economic Committee 1982, p. 23). The availability
of technical workersmachinists, welders, computer
programmerswas rated even higher than that of .,:ientists
and engineers, presumably because the latter's mobility
makes it possible to recruit them from outside a region (pp.
24-25). Consequently, in emphasizing "the potential that
universities have in economic development," especially in
attracting high-technology companies, the report portrays
this contribution in terms of supplying industry with
trained personnel as well as providing basic research
(p. 39).

A third way in which colleges and universities are now
being perceived as important resources for technological
development is in the provision of entrepreneurial services.
Many academic institutions are becoming involved "in a
wide range of activities to stimulate the new business de-
velopment process' and entrepreneurial activity in their
region" (Venture Capital Journal 1983, p. 7). In addition to
their research and educational contributions, these institu-
tions are providing such services as incubator units and
science parks, technical and management assistance to
entrepreneurs, and even direct or indirect investing.

The development of high-technology enterprise depends
on many factors. The neiessary ingredients for a "fertile
business development climate" include the availability of
venture capital; a fiscal, regulatory, and political environ-
ment supportive of the develcpment of new enterprise; a
business comm,--tity familiar with the problems of rapidly
growing young companies; major corporate or government
R&D centers; a skilled labor force; technical and profes-
sional services; and commercial banks experienced in lend-
ing to nontraditional firms (Venture Capital Journal 1983,
p. 7). Some institutions are attempting to bring all of these
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factors together or to act as a catalyst for bringing them
together as part of an overall strategy for development.

State Insuming for litchnologicsd Divelopment
Given the perceptionthat technology is critical for eco-
nomic growth and that academic institutions are important
resources for technological innovation, it is not surprising
that economic planners now attach considerable signifi-
cance to academic participation in economic development
and to academic cooperation with the private sector. These
connections are, of course, expressed in various ways. In a
number of cases, it is a question of creating the right cli-
mate, environment, or set of conditions, and strong links
between the academic and business communities and local
government are a critical part of a climate conducive to
technological development (Hodges 1982, pp. 4-5).

According to a survey by the National Governors Asso-
ciation (1983), state initiatives fall primarily into five cate-
gories: (1) policy development; (2) economic incentives; (3)
technical support for businessc s; (4) worker training; and
(5) industry/university linkages. Academic involvement is
evident in all of these categories, and examples of higher
education's cooperation with business and industry
abound. "University-industrial relationships are an essen-
tial component of state activities to encourage technologi-
cal innovation," and when such state initiatives are added
to efforts to improve mathematics and science education
and to provide more reliable labor market information,
they can further the goals of economic development. It is
the sum total of such efforts that constitutes a comprehen-
sive program: "Ail of these elements, taken together,
should form a strong foundation for technological innova-
tion processes in Ihe states" (National Governors Associa-
tion 1 3, p. 14).

Another inventory of state programs. that conducted by
the Office of Technology Assessment (1983), uses a taxon-
omy based on five types of programs (high-technology
development, high-technology education, capital assist-
ance, labor/technical assistance, and general industrial
development) and 40 types of services. The report identi-
fies over 200 programs with at least some features of high-
technology development, although fewer states have a
specific program or agency charged with promoting high
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technologyabout 38 programs in 22 states. These latter
programs focus on the needs of technology-based firms for
technical, manpower, business. and financial assistance
(Office of Technology Assessment 1983, p. 1).

High-technology initiatives are often extensions of over-
all economic development programs, and variations" in
developmental strategies reflect the different circumstances
of each state. States with an existing research base seek to
strengthen and retain the high-technology industry already
there. States heavily dependent on sunset industries usu-
ally emphasize diversification and the application of new
technologies to traditional manufacturing processes. Less
industrialized states are likely to target expanding high-
technology firms, hoping to attract new production facili-
ties (Office of Technology Assessment 1983. p. 8).

The planning documents issued by development agencies
in the various states point up common threads and differ-
ences in state programs. Georgia, for example, is empha-
sizing the attraction and creation of high-technology com-
panies (Georgia Office of Planning and Budget 1982). The
strategy is to identify key growth industries and to seek to
create industry clusters or complexes of similar firms. This
approach is contrasted with conventional methods of send-
ing trade missions to woo individual companies and then
providing assistance with site location.

Ohio has launched the Thomas Alva Edison Partnership
Program "to foster cooperative research and development
efforts involving enterprises and educational institutions
that will lead to the creation of jobs" (Ohio Revised Code
*122.33(c), 1983). With an appropriation of $32.4 million
from the Ohio GeneTal Assembly, the Edison program
includes as its major components "innovative research
financing," which encourages smaller (up to $250,000) ap-
plied research projects, and "advanced technology applica-
tion centers," which represent an effort to create four to
six "world class technology research, development, and
implementation centers" (Ohio Department of Develop-
ment 1983, p. i).

Advanced technology centers are also a key element in
Pennsylvania's development strategy. The Ben Franklin
Partnership Program, actually initiated about a year before
Ohio's Edison program, has already established centers at
Lehigh University, at the University City Science Center
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in Philadelphia. in Pittsburgh, and at Pennsylvania State
Univershy (Pennsylvania Department of Commerce 1983).
In each case, several academia: institutions, numerous busi-
ness corporationc., and other organizations are involved in
joint -research-and-development efforts.--Like the-program
in Ohio, state allocations must be matched by private
funds, and a high degrez of academic/industrial collabora-
tion is required. Pennsylvania's centers, however, each
involve a number of different areas of technology, while
each of Ohio's centers is intended to have a single substan-
tive R&D focus.

These economic development initiatives and the intense
competition among the states for technological advance are
apparent in several states.

In many states . . . there are concerted efforts to recruit
and 19 build a high level technology industrial future,
with considerable emphasis on the potential contribu-
tions of the research universities. Many ofour most
prominent scientists have become identified with these
efforts (Omenn 1983, p. 21).

Although higher education's high-tech connection has
several facets as do states' efforts to encourage academic/
industrial relationships, h great deal of the literature em-
phasizes the R&D connection, especially the contributions
of the leading research universities. Accordingly, coopera-
tion in research and development Is an appropriate starting
point for discussion of academic/industrial relationships in
general. As the nature of research interactions becomes
clear, some of the broader issues of technological innova-
tion alluded to previously will also take on sharper focus,
and the importance of other types of linkage will become
evident as well.

The High-Technology Connection 13



'COOPERATION IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

esearch is an essential component of the innovation
process. Basic research may be the most important be-
cause it begins with seminal questions and a broad spec-

, trum of possibly e.raplanaticuas... Tit -the extent that univer-
sities and technology-oriented corporations find ways to
interact more effectively on basic scientific research, the
usefulness of basic research information will also in-
crease. This conclusion does not mean diversion of uni-
versity researchers by industry. Rather, it implies mutual
recognition of the value of applicable ideas or the feed-
back which often comes from application of relevant
basic ideas (National Commission on Research 1980.
P. 2-5).

The research enterprise in America is highly pluralistic,
with multiple performers and multiple sources of financing.
Research is performed in colleges and universities, in non-
profit research institutes and hospitals, in industrial labora-
tories, and in governmental laboratories. Support derives
from a host of federal agencies, state governments, munici-
palities, private foundations, voluntary public giving, and
industry (Seitz and Handler 1982).

Cross-sector connections for the performance and sup-
port of research are also numerous and complex. In the
United States, academic/industrial research ties in particu
lar are marked.by a diversity and a vitality that are unpar-
alleled in the world (Thackray 1983). This chapter de-
scaes historical roles in R&D, incentives for greater
cooperation, and the major types of research cooperation
between higher education and industry.

Research Ties in Historical Perspective
From a historical perspective, the growing interest in
academic/industrial c _operation in research that has
emerged in the last several years merely brings to the

...forefront relationships that have developed over many
decades.

In the nineteenth century, a vision of academe's poten-
tial research, educational, and service contributions to the
community was the basis for federal legislation focused on
agriculture and the mechanical arts. The Morrill Act of
1862 established the land grant colleges, the Hatch Act of
1887 added stations for agricultural research in the states,
and the Smith-Lever Act of 1912 funded agricultural exten-

The research
enterprise in
America is
highly
pluralistic,
with multiple
performers
and mull ple
sources of
financing.
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sion work, "thus completing the integration of research,
education, and technology transfer which constitutes the
agricultural model of university-industry cooperation'
(General Accounting Office 1983, p. 35).

Many of today's forms of cooperation in research and in
the spread of technology can also be traced to the begin-
ning of the century or earlier (Thackray 1983). University
faculty practiced industrial consulting, at least occasion-
ally, even before 1900. Industrial grants, especially to cen-
ters and institutes involved in applied research and service,
were being made to MIT and other institutions in the first
decades of this century. Fellowship awards were part of
the program at Pittsburgh's Mellon- Institute, founded in
1913. Industrial associates programs and other extension
services similarly had their origins before World War I.
Thus, by 1914, "universities and industry were already
closet) linked on many levels" (Thackray 1983, p. 216).

Research within industry itself has exhibited phenome-
nal growth since General Electric built the first major in-
dustrial laboratory in the United States in 1900 (Jefferson
1982, p. 260). By 1920, 300 industrial laboratories were in
operationby 1930, 1.625 of them (Dupree 1957, p. 337).
From 1921 to 1950, the number of industrial researchers
grew at a rate of 9.6 percent annually (Thackray 1983, p.
206),. Focused initially in the electrical and chemical fields,
research and development has gradually diffused through-
out the private sector, though it is still distributed unevenly
among industries and the greatest portion of it occurs in
the large laboratories of major corporations (Bin- 1966, pp.
69-70). In major companies today, especially in technology-
intensive industries, one finds laboratories and staffs "that
are the equal of or superior to those found in universities"
(Shapero 1979, p. 7).

World War II brought industry, academia, and govern-
ment together at an unprecedented level of cooperation for
war-related research. "All the estates of science were
drawn into a single great effort of applied science" (Dupree
1957, p. 373), with profound implications for future rela-
tionships. The wartime research effort enlarged the scale
of activity, increased the number and intensity of contacts
between academics and industrialists, and yielded spectac-
ular results that "made plain for all to see that science
was an essential key both to national defense and to eco-
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nomic prosperity in the modern state" (Thackray 1983,
p. 226).

the war as a tremendous stimulus to R&D in all
sectors, the federal government became a major supporter
of research and has remained so ever since. Whereas ex-
penditures from all sources for scientific research and de-
velopment in the United States totaled about $345 million
in 1940, the government alone was spending more than
twice that amount near the end of the war ($720 million in
1944): By the late 1950s, the total for all R&D expenditures
in the United States reached $10 billion, of which the fed-
eral government supplied two-thirds (Thackray 1983, pp.
227,232).

The research universities were major benefactors of this
new federal largess. Federal support of academic research
continued to grow after the 1950s and well into the 1960s
(see figure 2). It leveled off by the end of the decade and
remained relatively flat until the late 1970s, when it in-
creased again. Academic R&D expenditures from all
sources totaled about $3.25 billion in 1981 ($6.6 billion in
current dollars); with about two-thirds coming from federal
sources. During the same period, industrial support of
academic R&D also continued to row, but the proportion
of support coming from industry fell dramatically from
earlier levels as federal support increased, only rising again
slightly as the flow of federal funds began to slow (see fig-
ure 3).

From the late 1960s to the present, the overall pattern of
research and development in the United States has exhib-
ited a fairly stable mix: basic research at about 13 percent,
applied research at about 22 percent, and development at
about 65 percent. In industry, however, basic research as a
percentage of total R&D declined significantly after 1967,
with less money being spent on relatively risky and rela-
tively long-term projects, while in the academic sector,
basic research as a percentage of all R&D continued to
increase as a result of federal funding (Hewlett et al. 1982,
p. 576). Various estimates suggest that by the beginning of
the 1980s, basic research represented about two-thirds of
all academic R&D, or about $4.4 billion in expenditures
(National Science Foundation 1982, p. 7).

Government funding of academic research after the war
reinforced the universities' orientation toward fundamental
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FIGURE 2
SOURCES OF SUPPORT FOR.
ACADEMIC R&D: 1960-1981

"industrial support as percentage
of total academic R&D expenditures"

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980-81

Source: National Science Foundation 1982, p. 7.
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'FIGURE 3
INDUSTRIAL SUPPORT OF

ACADEMIC R&D: 1960 -1981

"Industrial support for academic
R&D in 1972 constant dollars"

Source: National Science Foundation 1982, p. 5.
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investigation and contributed to the expansion of graduate
study. and research programs, especially in the leading
research universities. From 1971 to 1979, the top 100 insti-
tutions in R&D consistently received over 80 percent of all
federal support for research awarded to higher education,
creating a certain amount of vulnerability to alterations in
the level of such support (McCoy. Krakower, and Ma-
kowski 1982, p. 325). The decline in the growth of federal
research funding has indeed hid an unsettling effect on
many institutions, prompting them to pursue additional
sources.

The 1950s and 1960s saw close working arrangements
develop in aerospace and a number of other fields, and
high-technology firms were spawned from academic re-
search centers in such places as Boston and Stanford. As a
general trend, however, relationships atrophied in the post-
war period (C ,Naer 1979, p. 27), reaching their lowest
point in the early 1970s (Prager and Omenn 1980, p. 379).
This weakening of bonds between higher education and
industry can be attributed to three principal factors: (1) the
separation of academic research from perceived industrial
needs; (2) decreased interest in industrial careers on the
part of graduate students; and (3) the relative decline in
industry's support of basic research (Baer 1977, p. 33).
Greater availability of federal dollars contributed to this
moving apart of the two sectors, just as more recently,
uncertainty about its availability is regarded as an impetus
for renewed research relationships (Shapero 1979).

Incentives for Research Linkages
Although financial factors clearly do influence, directly or
indirectly, the ebb and flow of interest in cooperation in
research, the dynamics of mutual attraction are much more
complex than that. One must look at the changing needs
and pressures of each sector, as well as general trends
rooted in the changing natige of technology.

In the late '1970s, academic institutions were "seeking to
rediscover their traditional ties to industry," partly be-
cause of a "real interest in the difficult issues relating to
the . . . economy" and partly because of "more practical
matters" (Baer 1977, p. 38). Some of these practical con-
siderations included increasing competition for federal
funds,, governmental regulations reducing flexibility and
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freedom, generally worsened conditions of academic em-
ployment owing to enrollment and financial problems (Pra-
ger and Omenn 1980, p. 380), and deteriorating ilstrumen-
tation in academic laboratories (National Governors
Association 1983, p. 12). But increased interaction with
industry may provide other benefits as well. Industry is a
potential employer of graduates. a source of part-time fac-
ulty, a focus for continuing education programs, and a
source, of new ideas to students and faculty through expo-
sure to current industrial problems (Prager and Omenn
1980, p. 380).

These other benefits were among those cited by college
and university presidents in a recent survey of 180 institu-
tions (Ferrari 1984). in fact, they were rated as considera-
bly more important than the goal of attracting corporate
funds. Still more important was the general goal of Contrio-
oting to state and regional economic development, which
more than three -fourths of the presidents surveyed rated as
the single most tmportant reason for academic involvement
with industry (Ferrari 1984, p. 6).

Data based on interviews with directors of cooperative
programs at 39 universities present a somewhat different
picture (Peters and Fusfeld 1983). New sources of money
was cited most often as a "motivating factor" at 41 percent
of the institutions studied, followed by students' exposure
to industry (at 36 percent of the institutions) and improved
training of students (at 33 percent of the institutions).

Differences in methodology, sample size, and respon-
dents' positions make it difficult to compare the results of
these studies, though one might expect academic leaders,
particularly in piblic institutions (90 percent of Ferrari's
respondents) to formulate goals in broader terms of public
interest than might be the case for academic research di-
rectors attempting to sustain or strengthen their own re-
search programs. Further, the presidents surveyed by Fer-
rari tended to look primarily to state sources for support
and, indeed, regarded its insufficiency as the most serious
barrier to rooperation with industry (p. 37).

From industry's point of view, the potential benefits
from research relationships with academic institutions
include access to competent scientists, sources of potential
research employees, stimulation of industrial scientists acid
engineers, and sources of ideas, knowledge, and technol-

,r.
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,
ogy for new products and processes (Prager and Omenn
1980. p. 380).

The usefulness of such lists of needs or potential benefits
tends to be somewhat limit sd by virtue of their generality.
Industry may look to highel education for the "Advance-
ment of scientific and engineering frontiers," for "well-
trained graduates," and for "appropriate technical ser-
vices" (White and Wallin 1974, p. 30), but under what
conditions are such expectations likely to lead to concrete
agreements for cooperation in research? Empirical studies
of interests or motivating factors provide some insights, if
not completely satisfactory answers. For example, a sur-
vey of 130 industrial research executives conducted several
years ago found that the primary areas of interest were
discussion of alternative solutions to specific problems,
joint generation of new ideas for products and services,
and transfer of new technology through communiques.
theses, liaison, and consulting relationships (Libsch 1976,
P. 30).

A logical inference might be that industry seeks to learn
as much as it can from academic science, preferably on
specific matters of the most immediate interest. A number
of sources suggest, however, that corporate research exec-
utives are among the first to suggest continued emphasis in
the universities on fundamental research (Cromie 1983:
Libsch 1976; Peters and Fusfeld 1983). Moreover, surveys
of industrial leaders reflect less reliance on academic ex-
pertise for innovations than might be expected (Peters and
Fusfeld 1983; Sirbu et al. 1976). A possible explanation is
the different concepts of "innovation" found in academia,
where the term implies a breakthrough, a whole new idea
or approach, and in industry, where it refers to later stages
of the process or sometimes to the total process from con-
cept through development and commercialization (Peters
and Fusfeld 1983, p. 36).

Neverttieless, calls for better communication. for in-
creased personal interaction, and for other arrangeehents to
increase mutual understanding are legion in the literature.
Interest in tapping academic expertise frequently prompts
corporations to look for the most qualified people nation-
ally, because excellence is often more important than prox-
imity (Sirbu et al. 1976; Sorrows 1983) and because tar-
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geted support of leading researchers may be less expensive
than maintaining similar competence in-house (Cromie
1983); Shapero 1979). This kind of selective support occurs
most often when a gap exists in corporate knowledge of a
particular research area or when, in the case of emerging
fields Re biotechnology, intense competition and the prob-
ability of rapid commercialization exist (Cu 'Mon 1982).

This combination of circumstancesincreased competi-
tion and new needs for knowledge in science-based
technologyis expected to affect many industries in the
1980s and beyond. "The problems and opportunities in
technologically based industrial production are substan-
tially different from those of the past":

Product and process improvement in many fields are
more comp'ex, demanding an understanding of funda-
mental physical and biological phenomena.
Incremental advances.in..narrow, technical areas are
giving way to the use-of a broad range of disciplines
and analytical capabilities for problem solving.
The diffusion of research capabilities makes it increas-
ingly unlikely that any one company can retain an

. exclusive hold on progress in a particular area of tech-
nology (National Science Foundation 1982, pp. 16-17).

These factors are interactive, and we may see them "con-
verging to create new configurations of academic and in-
dustrial research" (p. 16).

Research Relationships: Pattern., and Models
The kinds of research interactions that develop depend on
organizational characteristics and environmental condi-
tions. For industry, those characteristics include size,
structure, profitability, nature of business, and progressive-
ness of the research program; for academic institutions,
they include the type of institution, size, financial health,
stature of scientific and engineering programs, and the
orientation of research programs. The external factors that
play a role include geographic proximity, location of
alumni in key positions, and the migration of faculty to
industry and of industry personnel to academia (Prager and
Omenn 1980, p. 381).

r
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Academic/industrial research ties tend lo be concen-
trated at the leading universities and among relatively few.
mostly large corptirations. Only about 200 institutions have
research expenditureNtubstantial enough to be considered
"major research universities"; 100 orthem receive over 80,
percent of all the federal funding of academic R&D (Fus-
feld 1983, pp. 12-13). On the industrial side, the distribu-
tion of R&D is also skewed, with thelop companies in
R&D accounting for 33 percent of the expenditures. he
major R&D industries are chiefly in the chemical, pharma-
ceutical, electronic, computer, fuel, aerospace. automo-
tive, and petroleum fields. A disproportionate amount of
the support provided to universities by these industries
goes to profesfionally oriented schools and departments,
especially in engineering, medicine, and agriculture (Peters
and Fusfeld 1983, p. 49).

Many ne cooperative arrangements for research have
been established as a result of faculty initiative and "ten
as a consequence of prior consulting connections (Peters
and Fusfeld 1983, pp. 18-21). A multistage pattern of rela-
tionships thus emerges:

Company wants technicallscientific advice (general or
specific) and seeks out professor;
Professor /consultant sees opportunities for research
and initsates research relationship;
Company tracks and (maybe) utilizes the research,
and makes employment offers to 'he bright graduate
students and postdoctorates working oi the project;
The cycle is repeated in future years (National Science
Foundation 1982. p. 29).

Research relationships can be characterized in a number
of ways. The type ofexchange that occurs may focus on
information, on people, or on resources (National Science
Foundation 1982, pp. 20-21). The duration of the interac-
tion may be limited or continuing (Brodsky, Kaufman, and
Tooker 1980, p. 1). Or the arrangements may relate, to vari-
ous policy objectives (Baer 1977). The primary mecta-
nisms for such cooperative relationships include research
centers and institutes, industry-sponsored contract re-
search, special university/industry research agreements,
personnel exchange,programs, research consortia, ant



caoPendive research centers.' In the literature, descrip-
- tions of the major vehicles for cooperation in research are

bFeaming increasingly standardized, though definitions do
not always agree.

Research centers and institutes
Over 5,000 research centers are operating in colleges and
universities, many of them for the application of academic
research to the problems of industry or other sectors of
society (Shapero 1979, p. 30). Three reasons have been
suggested for the proliferation of these units: (1) to permit
academic pursuits that do not fit into departments offering
conventional subject matter; (2) to accommodate the inter-
ests of academic innovators who prefer "an end run" to
launch programs rather than working through normal
structures; and (3) to respond to external opportunities
MOM quickly than possible through departmental mecha-
nisms (Wdson 1979, p. 86). "The institute . . . has been
as much the vehicle of innovation in recent years as the
department has been the vault of tradition" (Kerr 1972,
p. 102).

Variously named centers, bureaus, institutes, or labora-
tories, these orgaSizational entities serve as a focal point
for special research interests and activities. They may be
located within a department or a school, or they may be
affiliated with the institution but,organized as a separate
unit. External funding is common, though sources vary
-and often represent I mix of government,<foundation, and
industrial funding as well as support from the institution.
At many institutions, a major share of industrial support
Is channeled through research centers (Finkbeiner 1969,

pp. 1-9).
Research centers offer several advantages for coopera-

tion with industry (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, pp. 32, 82,
106-7). The ftipction of focusing research endeavors can be
aided2throtigh a central facility, special equipment, or sim-
ply by bringing intellectual coherence to some general area
of yesearch. Moreover, centers can concentrate manpower

Mese/nth parts are discussed in the next section as a form of technology
transfer. Though often intended. in part, to stimulate research relation-
ships, they are a subspecies of industrial park'and typically serve a num-
ber of purposes related to business and economic development. Faculty
consulting is also covered in the next section.

At many
institutions, a
major share of
industrial
support is
channeled
through
research
centers.
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in a multidisciplinary setting for various time periods, and
projects can be terminatei with minimal disruption. In
some cases, foundations or separate corporations are es-.
tablished to act as buffers or transitional structures, mak-
ing it easier to interact with industry and, in the case of
public institutions, ininimiiing the constraints of state gov-
ernment regulations. Control typically resides within the
academic institution, with industrial representatives serv-
ing on advisory boards.

Research centers may focus on regional needs or on the
needs of specific industries. For example, programs sup-
ported by the paper industry exist at Lawrence College,
Wisconsin, at the State University of New York's College-
of Environmental Science and Forestry, and at North Car-
olina University's Pulp and Paper Research Institute
(Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, pp. 19-20). These
centers conduct basic research, disseminate information to
industry, train graduate students, offer seminars, and test
new products. As these examples from the paper industry
suggest, academic research centers may be the focal point
for a variety of types of academic/industrial interaction.
They may, for example, take on multiple sponsors as part
of a research consortium or cooperative research effort.

As organizational entities, however, research centers are
not without their problems. Their staffs may or may not
have regular academic status, and their dependence on
external funding requires that center directors spend con-
siderable effort in promotion (Wilson 1979, p. 86). They
may also lose touch with the institution's discipline-based
departments. thereby diminishing rather than strengthening
ties between the academic mainstream and the industrial
community (Shapero 1979, pp. 30-31). Nonetheless, re-
search centers appear to be an important component of
higher education's relations with industry, and evidence
suggests that many institutions are planning to expand such
programs in the near future (Ferrari 1984, pp. 8-9).

indushy.sponsored contract research
A second type of interaction is contract research---
investigation conducted under contract between a com-
pany and a college or university. The work agreement is
usually with one or more individual professors but is le-
gally contracted with the institution itself. Overhead must
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be calculated, institutional policies adhered to, and ap-
proval received from the appropriate academic units. Over

. *percent itinclustrially supported research in universities
is Bladed through the mechanism of contract research (Pe-
ters and-Fusfeld 3, p. 71).

CorpOrations look to academic institutions for research
under contract when a gap exists in corporate knowledge
()fa specific area, when an institution owns sophisticated

...instnunentation not otherwise available to the firm, or
when evaluation is required of materials the company has
developed (Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, p. 31).
Typically involving small amounts of moneyoften less
than $50,000such arrangements are also usually short
term and negotiated project by project or year by year. A
high degree of monitoring may occur because "the indus-
try (liaison) must continually justify and resell the project
to his superiors at every budget hearing" (Roy 1972, p.
956). The mission-oriented nature of such induStrial re-
search contracts means that corporate sponsors are highly
concerned about proprietary rights. As a result, publica-
tion of findings and patent policies may constitute serious
issues (see "Academic/Industrial Cooperation in Perspec-
tive").

Despite these drawbacks and difficulties, most writers
regard contract research as a desirable form of research
relationship, one that generates vigorous interactions be-
tween academic and industrial personnel. It meets an im-
portant "market test" because it depends on the perceived
value to the.sponsoring firm of the resulting specific re-
search findings and information (Baer 1980, p. 10). Fur-

. ther, such contract research may lead to larger-scale,
longer-term research agreements or be extended to
multiple-sponsor programs, as in the case of research
consortia (Baer 1980).

Special wtiversitylindastry research agreements
No area of collegiate/corporate relations has received as
much attention of late as the handful of special research
agreements signed in the last few years by major corpora-
tions and leading universities.

Acadcinic/industrial cooperation became a media event
when the Monsanto Company announced in February 1975
that it had agreed to provide up to $23 million over a 12-
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year period for biological and medical research at Harvard
University. This type cfarrangementa long-term, high-
level commitment by industry to support basic science in
return for closer sinks to university research and some
proprietary advantagesis in contrast to the limited,
short-term arrangements characterizing most contracted
research (Smith and Karlesky 1977, pp. 66-67). This multi-
million dollar example of academicrmdusttial cooperation
was built on a foundation of personal interactions spanning
16 years (Prager and Omenn 1980, p. 382). The decision to
support research on the biocOemistry and biology of or-
ganogenesis grew out of Monsanto's long-range planning
and management interest in its commercial possibilities.
Monsanto funds are used at the discretion of the university
to support research within the purview of a charter agree-
ment in several Harvard departments. The respective roles
of the university and the corporation in this venture are
described as follows:

Harvard provides the conceptual scientificframework,
identifies capable scientists, provides training, and
controlsrelevant research at both Harvard and Mon-
santo during the research phase.-
Monsanto helps identify research needs, provides
critical starting materials beyond the ability of Har-
vard to produce or buy, provides unusual and exotic
analytical capabilities, and controls the development
phase, providing expertise in technological innova-
tion, development, and marketing (Prager and Omenn
1980, p. 382).

Even more spectacular, in terms of level offunding, is
the recent agreement between Massachusetts General Hos-
pital, the teaching hospital affiliated with the Harvard
Medical School, and Hoechst, A. G., a West German
chemical company. This 10-year, $70 million program
underwrites the costs of basic research in molecular biol-
ogy in exchange for an exclusive licensing option and ac-
cess for Hoechst personnel to the ongoing laboratory work
(Bouton 1983, p. 63).

Additional examples of special agreements are cited in
the literature:
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Monsanto: $23.5 million to Washington University for
medical uses of proteins and peptides and $4 million
over five years to Rockefeller University for research
on plant genes;
W. R. Grace and Company: up to $8.5 million over 10
years to mil' for combustion research;
E. I. DuPont de Nemours and Company $6 million
over five years to Harvard Medical School for a new
Department of Genetics;
Bristol-Myers Company: $3 million to Yale University
for the production of anticancer drugs;
Celanese Corporation: $1.1- million to Yale University
for enzyme studies;
Engenies Corporation: $1 million each to Stanford
University and the University of California-Berkeley
over four years for research on chemical processes in
genetically engineered microorganisms (Bouton 1983;
Culliton 1982).

However exciting, such ventures are unfortunately quite
rare, "both in the intensity of resources committeu and in
the timeframe of the relationship" (Brodsky, Kaufman,
and Tooker 1980, p. 32). They are also highly concentrated
in a few emerging fields, such as biotechnology, and may
represent a temporary mechanisM by which some indus-
tries hope to catch up and build their own research capabil-
ities. Even more important as a cautionary note is the ob-
servation that industry neither has the resources nor sees it
as its responsibility to replace federal support of funda-
mental science for its own sake (Culliton 1982, p. 962).
Still; as significant experiments in academic/industrial co-
operation, these programs merit careful examination in
terms of the new patterns of interaction they are evolving
and.in terms of the way they are resolving problems that
have long confronted research relationships between the
sectors.

Personae! exchange programs
Personal interaction between representatives of industry
and representatives of academia occurs to various degrees
in all of the cooperative research structures described here,
but not necessarily as an objective in its own right. The
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assumed value of such interchange among research person-
nel in particular has prompted a number of companies and
institutions to establish special programs to promote, the
exchange of personnel.

The assumption that personal interaction is beneficial
has some basis in the empirical literature. In a study of
research productivity among scientists in industry, govern-
ment. athl universities, outstanding performance was
highly correlated with both the level of communication .

with colleagycs and the diversity of work (Pe lz and An-
drews 1966, pp. 51-52, 65). The leading scientists tended to
have extensive contact with other researchers and tended
to participate in two or more R&D functions rather than
just one (applied as well as basic research, for example).
Analysis of patterns of technology transfer has disclosed
that "inventors" and ''exploiters" are often different kinds
of people and that mechanisms to link such persons are
likely to yield greater payoff in terms of the commercializa-
tion of inventions (Roberts and Peters 1981, pp. 122-24).
As noted earlier, the origins of academic/industrial pro-
grams in prior consulting relationships has also been docu-
mented (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 40). Whatever the
evidential basis may be, the assertion that direct contact
and communication between academic and industrial re-
searchers are crucial for productive relationships is one of
tha most widely accepted generalizations in all of the litera-
ture (for example, Baer 1977, p. 49; National Science
Foundation 1982, p. 23; Sorrows 1983, p. 6).

Academic associations, foundations, and corporations
have sponsored formal arrangements enabling academic
and industrial scientists to spend periods of time in labora-
tories operated by their opposite numbers. The American
Physical Society initiated the Visiting Physicists Program
in, 1973 for short visits of one or two days. with exchange
occurring in both directions, and some universitiesthe
California Institute of Technology, for examplehave simi-
lar programs. The Ford Foundation in 1963 launched the
Residencies in Engineering Practice Program, allowing
academics to work as long as 15 months in industrial set-
tings. Marathon Oil, DuPont, General Electric, and IBM
are among the corporate sponsors of exchange programs
featuring summer employment, part-time work through a
year, or visits of from one week to several months
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(Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, pp. 68-69; Peters
and Fusfeld 1983, p. 87).

While lengthy sojourns are uncommon because of sched-
uling, family responsibilities, and career obligations, many
researchers participate in limited visits, find them attrac-
tive, and favor their expansion. About 35 percent of the
180 institutions in one study have some kind of personnel
exchange program, and 70 percent of them anticipate hav-
ing such a program by (Ferrari 1984, p. 11).

One variation on this mode of collaboration is to form
teams of corporate and collegiate researchers to survey the
needs and opportunities for new technology in selected
industries (Stever 1972, p. 26) or to convene joint meetings
between corporate research managers and selected aca-
demic departments to acquaint faculty with current indus-
trial needs (White 1973). Faculty members are often un-
aware of what is occurring in neighboring companies and
might "catch some of the excitement and be stimulated to
do research that is both on the frontier and very relevant"
(White 1973, p. 14).

Research consarda
The research consortium is listed as a separate model of
academic/industrial cooperation in most sources, but dif-
ferent writers describe it differently and the mechanism
tends to merge conceptually with other modes of
cooperationan inevitable occurrence as one moves from
simple bilateral agreements or from single-form exchange
programs to multimanizational and multipurpose arrange-
ments.

In fact. the clearest definition of the research consortium
(Prager and Omenn 1980, p. 381) is somewhat misleading.
Although defined as a "single university-multiple com-
panies" model, research consortia can also involve multi-
ple institutions and multiple companies, or multiple institu-
tions and a collective industrial research association. The
Processing Research Institute (PRI) at Carnegie-Mellon
University illustrates the first typesingle university, mul-
tiple companieswith more than 25 companies funding
research projects of interest to the processing industry at
Carnegie-Mellon. The Michigan Energy and Resource Re-
search Association (MERRA) illustrates the second type
a consortium of several universities (in Michigan) and sev-
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eral large companies (including Dow Chemical and Detroit
Edison). The third type is illustrated by programs spon-
sored at several universities by the American Petroleum
Institute and by the American Iron and Steel Institute (Pra-
ger and Omenn 1980, p. 381; Roy 1972, p. 956; Smith and
Karlesky 1977. pp. 67-69).

Both the PRI consortium at Carnegie-Mellon and
MERRA also involve government as another participating
entity. The National Science Foundation funds part of PRI,
and the federal Energy Research and Development Admin-
istration and state government are involved in funding
MERRA. indeed, efforts to obtain federal and/or state
funding are often the impetus for organizing consortia
(Smith and Karlesky 1977, p. 69).

In addition to involving multiple organizations (in vari-
ous combinations) in cross-sector cooperation, consortia
typically focus on university-based research of generic
interest to an industry, often assess membership fees to
participating companies, and share research results among
participants (Prager and Omenn 1980, p. 381).

Research consortia may recommend themselves to cor-
porations wishing to benefit from generic research at uni-
versities but facing financial constraints. Companies are
obliged to provide profits to investors in the near term altd
"simply cannot afford to fund, on an individual basis, re-
search so basic as to offer, one day, the creation of a new
industry" (Kiley 1983, p. 65). Although the companies
participating in PRI and MERRA are among the nation's
largest corporations in annual sales, firms other than indus-
trial giants can participate in university research through
consortia. The joint use of laboratories or joint purchase of
expensive equipment, for example, could be undertaken by
a consortium, though such examples are not common at
present (Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, pp. 23-24).

Although the level of interaction may be less intensive
than in other forms of research cooperation (Roy 1972, p.
956), research consortia sometimes exhibit a substantial
amount of mutual involvement in planning and implement-
ing research activities. This situation appears to be true,
for instance, of the Gulf Universities Research Consor-
tium, in which academic and industrial personnel at both
the research and executive levels participate as directors,
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as policy council members, and as members of advisory
panels (Sharp and Gumnick 1980, pp. 19-20). In such
cases, no clear dividing line differentiates the research
consortium from what is described below as the university/
industry cooperative research center. What is clear is
"how hard it is to generalize about and categorize consor-
tia" (Patterson 1974, p. 23).

Cooperative research centers
In an attempt to categorize research relationships found in
39 universities and 56 companies. Peters and Fusfeld (1983)
conclude that intersector arrangements constitute "a spec-
trum of cooperation," with contracted research projects at
one extreme and "intimate collaboration in research design
and management" at the other (p. 16). Cooperative re-
search centers, located toward the upper end of the. spec-
trum, have not only support from several companies (as do
consortia) but also an advisory structure for industrial
input and an industrial affiliates program for dissemination.
Cooperative centers differ from consortia in that participat-
ing companies play "an active role in making policy, plan-
ning research, and overseeing the implementation and eval-
uation of research" (General Accounting Office 198fp. 21).

For present purposes, cooperative research centers can
be described as multkirganizational, multipurpose, and
jointly planned and/or managed endeavors focusing on
research and related activities of mutual interest. They
exhibit the breadth of participation characteristic of con-
sortia, the many-sided interaction found in special research
agreements, and, in at least some cases, a high level of
mutuality in governance as well.

Quite recently a number of state governments have
sought to encourage cooperative research centers under
the rubric of advanced technology application programs.
Such federal agencies as the Department of Defense, the
Department of Energy, the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, and the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) have a longer history of fostering cooperative
research endeavors between academic and industrial orga-
nizations. Especially well known is NSF's University-
Industry Cooperative Research Centers Program, in which
funds must be matched by corporations for cooperative
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programs designed to become self-sustaining over a period
of five years (Baer 1980, pp. 12-13; NSF 1982, p. 15).

Cromie (1983) describes seven case studies of university-
industry cooperative research centers in the microelec-
tronics industry: Stanford Center for Integrated Systems;
Caltech Silicon Structures Project; Microelectronics Inno-
vation and Computer Research Operation (Berkeley); MIT
Microsystems Program; Microelectronics Center of North
Carolina (Research Triangle Institute); Microelectronics
and Information Sciences (University of Minnesota); and
National Research and Resource Facility for Submicron
Structures (Cornell) (pp. 235-54). A comparison of key
aspects of these programs is instructive. All seven have
been established in recent years (the center at Cornell,
launched in 1977, is the oldest) but build upon well-
established ties between participating universities and in-
dustrial sponsors. Four of them involve more than one
university, and all have numerous industrial participants,
mostly large, high-technology corporations with a strong
orientation toward R&D.

These programs focus resources on leading scientific and
engineering centers where advanced research and training
is taking place that is of interest to the microelectronics
industry. The activities at these centers cover a rang.: of
academic/industrial interactions, reflecting their multi-
purpose aspect:

fundamental research on critical problems, such as the
design of very large scale integrated systems;
visiting scientist programs, in which industrial re-
searchers spend up to a year in university laborato-
ries;
advanced training of graduate students (and, in North
Carolina, training of technicians in high demand areas
of technology as well);
continuing education programs and technical seminars
to update practitioners;
industrial affiliate programs providing a window on
technology through exchange visits, research reports,
conferences, and symposia.

Sources of funding for these cooperative projects repre-
sent a mix of governmental and industrial support. In all
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cases, ongoing federal research contracts to the universi-
ties provide an essential base of faculty and student sup-
port, and in a few cases special grants from NSF or other
federal agencies played a key role launching the project.
\State support has also been important in some cases, as in
North Carolina ($24 million in 1981).

Industrial support typically occurs in the form of special
pledges or membership fees, ranging from $100,000 per
year at Caltech to $250,000 per year at Stanford, MIT, and

North Carolina. Participants in California's MICRO
program were asked to match state funding (about $1 mil -
tibn 1981) through donations of cash and equipment.
Minnesota's project was started with commitments of $1
million from each of four leading corporations in the indus-
try, In a different approach, the Cornell project receives
the bulk of its support from NSF, while companies pay
modest fees for use of laboratory facilities.

These centers exhibit diverse patterns of governance.
The programs at Caltech and MIT had no industrial advi-
sory committees (as of 1982). The Stanford and University
of California programs have advisory structures for indus-
try, but their review or policy committees are composed of
academics. The center at Cornell and the program at Min-
Tesota have industrialists as well as academics on policy
lioards. The Microelectronics Center of North Carolina
amars to be the only case where governance is fully
shared between universities and corporations, with both
groups,represented on an advisory board and on the board
of directors.

It is also interesting to note the expectations of industrial
representatives regarding these programs. A vice president
at Honeywell explained his company's participation in the
Microelectronics and Information Sciences (MEIS) pro-
gram at Minnesota:

"The principal reason we contribute to MEIS is to as-
sure ourselves of an adequate supply of well-trained
people. We expect to achieve this. We also hope for, but
do not count on, a synergy between Honeywell's re-
search program and the program at the University. Fi-
nally, we hope to contribute to the health of the whole
industry by supporting long-range, fUndamental re-
search in high risk areas" (Cromie 1983, p. 249).
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According to Cromie:

There is no single, right approach to cooperative ven-
tures because needs and circumstances vary.
Federal support is ati essential underpinning of the
universities' basic capabilities, without which such
university/industry programs could riot survive.
Industrial participants favor team approaches and
exchanges between academic and industrial personnel
as opposed to situations where professors conduct
research in a vacuum.
The "sociological" aspect of cooperative programs is
likely to be more difficult than the technical (Cromie
1983. pp. 251-52).

The success of cooperative research centers requires
strong research capabilities within the institutions. an inter-
est in and commitment to working on large-scale programs
of importance to industry, and strong leadership in the
management of the centers (Tornatzky et al. 1982, pp.
10-13).

Expanding the Agenda of Cooperation
There is nothing mechanical or easy about developing re-
search links between academia and industry:

The process of establishing university-industry interac-
tions is not linear; it is circular, iterative, and sometimes
discontinuous. It is . . . an exercise in mutuality where
understanding is more important than contracting;
where personal contacts outweigh administrative mecha-
nisms; and where ostensible purposes shelter undefined
and even more valuable priorities (NSF 1982, p. 23).

And the research interactions that may emerge throu711
these models of cooperation are likely to be conditioned by
several factors: the context in which they evolve, the na-
ture of the respective institutions and industries, the capa-
bilities, constraints, and needs of each sector, and the mis-
matches between them (Shapero 1979, pp. 3-5).

Some of the limitations associated with each of these
models of cooperation for research have already been
noted. The academic research center. as a bridge betwPin
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external groups and the traditional departmental structure,
may not be fully integrated into the latter. The research
contract raises issues concerning proprietary rights. The
special, long-term bilateral agreement, however impres-
sive, occurs seldom and in limited areas of research. The
exchange of personnel is limited by scheduling and by per-
sonal or career constraints. Consortia may sacrifice depth
of interaction for breadth of participation.

Moreover, these difficulties have a cumulative aspect for
the models of relatively greater complexity. The coopera-
tive research center in particular must deal with problems
attendant to all of the other models: Its home base is usu-
ally an academic institute, one of its modes of,operation is
likely to be contract research its multiple membership may
make interaction with individual companies difficult, and
so on. While the probability of greater benefits exists, it is
clear that increasing complexity brings increasing chal-
lenges in terms of institutional commitment and inter-
organizational leadership.

A dynamic that has been observed in other kinds of in-
terorganizational relationships may be at work here: As
academia and industry draw closer together, additional
avenues of mutual interaction may become apparent. A
university can present "a broader interface for cooperation
with industry if it so desires," and institutions can "pack-

0

age more interdisciplinary programs" and "present a wider
array of services" (Peters and Fusfeld 1983. p. 126).

Expanding the agenda of cooperation may reflect not
only a response to additional opportunities but also the
recognition of additional needs. Understanding the cum-
plete cycle of innovation (and its different meanings to
academics and to industrialists) has prompted many to call
attention to the need for the effective transfer of technol-
ogy. The concern for technology transfer, in fact, consti-
tutes another, major dimension of academic/industrial rela-
tions and requires separate treatment.
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COOPERATION IN TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The complexity of the innovative process reflects the
economic difference between the creation of scientific
knowledge and the application of this knowledge to the
advancement of economic we(fare. . The intervening
processes are often long, complex, and costly. Much of
the cost and time are associated with the stages beyond
the generation of the basic technology itself, specifically,
with the production and marketing of new products
made possible by new technology (National Academy of
Sciences 1978, pp. 12-13).

An important caveat accompanies the current interest on
the part of economic planners, community growth associa-
tions, government officials, and business leaders in the
fruits of academic research. From the viewpoint ofeco-
nomic development, academia is an important resource
only insofar as its contributions are tied to economic
growth. The justificition for increased R&D expenditures,
from this viewpoint, lies in the actual implementation of
research results (Hewlett et al. 1982, p. 581). Even support
for academic/industrial partnerships in advanced technol-
ogy may be provided only when "a tangible relationship to
product or process commercialization and hence job crea-
tion can be demonstrated" (Holtzman 1983. p.

Economic development analysts generally agree that
while advances in scientific and technological knowledge
ark indispensable for spurring innovation, this activity is
part of a larger process by which new ideas are reduced to
practice and introduced into the market. The desire to
ensure that the fruits of research are used for technological
development thus leads to an interest in ways in which the
academicJindustrial connection might foster the transfer of
technology.

This chapter discusses the transfer of technology in rela-
tion to the stages and sources of technological change and
the factors that influence it, reviews patterns of innovation
in the industrial corporation and in the small, entrepreneur-
ial firm, and outlines the formal mechanisms by which
technology transfer is facilitated.

litehnology Transfer
Outside of agriculture, government exhibited little interest
in transferring technology until the mid-1960s. As federal

From tone]
viewpoint .
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programs, expanded and competition for budget allocations
increased, ageiFy officials sought evidence of the use of
regearch, and a number of programs "to promote the
spread of technology" were launched (Tornatzky et al.
1983. p. 161). Uncertainty concerning the most effective
mechanisms remains, however, and agricultural extension
is stilt regarded as the classic modal (pp. 162-69). The suc-
cess of the agricultural model lies in the way in which "ox-
tension has linked the research and educational facilities of
the agricultural colleges with the farmer who is. the user of
the technology produced" (General Accounting Office
1983, p. 35).

The mechanisms of technology transfer are "programs
structured with a view to capitalizing ors university re-
search or integrating technological results of university
research into private sector programs or commercial prod-
ucts" (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 98). Such mechanisms
may address specific research problems in industry, pro-
mote brokerage and licensing, or provide technical assist-
ance to existing or new companies. Putting somewhat
greater emphasis on the role of entrepreneurs in bringing
technology to the marketplace, Levy (1977) prefers the
term "commercialization." arguing that it is a broader
concept than technology transfer. When such individuals
form their owri businesses, the result is significant tech-
nology transfer as well as impressive commercial and eco-
nomic impact" (Roberts 1968, p. 258). Others equate com-
mercialization with the later stages of the change process
as a whole.

The nature of what was transferred by means of entre-
preneurial exodus varied considerably in Roberts's sample,
however. In some cases ("direct transfer"), thelechnology
itself was the essential element. without which the new
company could not have been started. In other cases, a
source technology was augmented by others ("partial
transfer"), or no traceable transfer occurred at all (-"no
transfer") (Roberts 1968, pp. 260-61). Nevertheless, one of
the major correlates of success among spin-off companies
is a high level of technology transfer: The highest per-
form zrs tend to be those substantially grounded in a source
technology (p. 263).

It is often far from clear whose responsibility it is to
ensure that transfer occurs (Prager 1983, p. 10). Not every-
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one, in fact, agrees that commercialization is an appropri-
ate aim, at least as, a public policy objective. The pressures
for financial payoff from federal R&D are "misdirected
concerns for commercialization," and governmental poli-
cies should not mirror the short-term orientation of indus-
try (Rettig 1982, p. 400).

'The Process of Iechnologleal Change
The phenomenon of innovation has been examined from
many perspectives, using different conceptual and method-
ological approaches. The findings of these examinations
are dot cumulative, however, because interdisciplinary
work on synthesizing and integrating findings from various
fields has been insufficient (Tornatzky et al. 1983, p. 47).
Definitive work still lies ahead:

The relative importance to innovation of individual be-
havior, group dynamics, organizational context, and
economiclsocietal factors, and how these influence and
condition each other, remains a major question for fu-
ture research (Tornatzky et al. 1983, p. 219).

If one considers a single technological innovation, occur-
ring in a particular time and place, the variables that di-
rectly or indirectly affect it seem almost endless. First is
the technology itself and its sources and antecedents; then
add to it the individual or individuals involved, with their
knowledge, skills, and other characteristics, the organiza-
tional or interorganizational setiins. the environment
within the broader community, state and federal policy
factors, and the conditions in the international market. It is
not surprising, therefore, that the relationship between
R&D and technological innovation and the precise effects
are not well understood (see, for example, Abernathy and
Rosenbloom 1982. p. 418; Committee for Economic Devel-
opment 1980, p. 63; National Academy of Sciences 1978,
p. 18; Tornatzky et al. 1983, p. 219).

Nonetheless, a number of major themes are apparent in
the literature: the stages of innovation, the sources of tech-
nological change, and the factors thought to facilitate tech-
nological development in communities. Beyond these top-
ics are considerations of innovation in existing industries
and among new entrepreneurial firms, both of which shape
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academictindustrial cooperation in technology transfer in
important ways.

Stages of technological change
Students of innovation generally define it in terms of "all
of the activities engaged in . . . when translating an idea or
concept into the economy" (Lamont 1971, p. 43). In indus-
trial use, however, the term "innovation" often refers to
one particular stage in the chain of a longer process, and it
is not the conceptual stage. The conceptual stages are de-
scribed as "invention," and the term "innovation" refers
to the stage in which an idea is introduced into the market-
place by setting up the first facilities for manufacture add
marketing (Committee for Economic Development 1980,
pp. 13-14; Holloman 1974, pp. 6-9). The final stage is "dif-
fusion," or replicating in other plants the products and
processes that have proven successful.

Time, cost, and risk increase as one moves through
these stages, accruing primarily to the industry involved
(Committee for Economic Development 1980, p. 17). Al-
though change occasionally occurs rapidly through revolu-
tionary breakthroughs in the laboratory, the general pat-
tern is evolutionary, a lengthy process of small, incre-
mental changes in design or practice (Holloman 1974, p. 7;
National Academy of Sciences 1978, pp. 12-13). The &-
velopment of penicillin illustrates this process. Alexander
Fleming discovered the antibacterial characteristics of the
mold, Penicillium notatum, in 1928. But penicillin as a
substance was not isolated until 1938. after a decade of
work by many people. Even after isolation, tens of millions
of dollars and hundreds of man-years had to be invested
before a clinically useful drug was possible and large-scale
production feasible. Following 1944. when it was intro-
duced. improvements continued over the next 20 or so
years (National Academy of Sciences 1978, p. 13).

Sources of change
It is evident from this description of developmental stages
that, in additioi to new concepts themselves, many factors
enter into the process. Because the flow from research to
new products or processes is not automatic, much discus-
sion has been given to the question of "technology push"
versus "market pull." Market need is as important a deter-
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minant of change as is R&D, though research provides the
basic tools or capabilities, and the formula for technologi-
cal development can be represented schematically as fol-
lows:

if)

CAPABILITY NEED INVENTION
TECHNICAL DEMONSTRATION OF FEASIBILITY
INNOVATION -+ DIFFUSION (Holloman 1974,
11 7)-

Going even farther in emphasizing the influence of market
factors, Healey (1978) upholds the "wet noodle rule of
innovation"that "the pull of the market need is more
effective for successful innovation than the push of tech-
nology" (p. 16).

A more balanced view is that scientific and technological
advances are a necessary but not sufficient cause of
change.

It is nearly impossible to predict whether a particular
basic research project will lead to successful innovation.
But it is clear that socially valuable innovations flow
from high-quality basic research. Postwar innovations in
atomic energy, computers, chemicals, pharmaceuticals,
and other areas would have been impossible without a
foundation of basic research results (Committee for
Economic Development 1980, p. 63).

In the current national climate ofconcern for productiv-
ity and economic growth, however, many feel that it is no
longer satisfactory to leave the possibility of utilization to
chance. To conceive of the academic role strictly in terms
of fundamental inquiry means that academia is not really
part of the innovative process but merely part of the envi-
ronment of user organizations (Tornatzkv in al. 1983, p.
170). Or, put another way:

The assumption . . . that a number of unu::::zed ideas
exist in universities is not per se useful until we learn
how an interested commercial organization can take
advantage of or even become aware of those ideas in
which it might have interest (Roberts and Peters 1981,
p. 123).
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Two of the most important findings in the literature are
that integrating R&D with marketing is critical for innova-
tion and that face-to-face communication has a strong,
positive effect on dissemination (Tornatzky et al. 1983, pp.
156 -60). Those findings have an important implication for
technology transfer

The more a technology transfer ,system encourages di-
rect communication between source and user in the
choice of the knowledge to be transferred, the greater
will be its success as seen by both sides (Tornatzky et al.
1983, p. 220).

These findings underscore the importance of cooperative
research models that make interaction between academics
and industrial personnel closer; further, they suggest that
specific measures should be taken to foster mutual under-
standing of developments and problems in both sectors.

Community factors in development
Another factor in technological change relates to the condi-
tions existing in a community, state, or region. As noted
earlier, numerous state initiatives focus on creating a cli-
mate conducive to development; the same is true in certain
communities. While many studies focused on community
initiatives suffer from a narrow conception of development,
one important exception is the study of 28 "technology-
oriented complexes" (TOCs), conducted by Sirbu et al. at
MIT in 1976, which disclosed four distinct patterns by
which these technological complexes evolve:

I. TOCs develop principally as a product of spin-offs
and locally initiated companies (for example, Bos-
ton's Route 128, Palo Alto, Ann Arbor);

2. TOCs develop in a park site with public and private
R&D facilities, excluding or limiting manufacturing
(for example, Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina; Sheridan Research Park, Ontario);

3 TOCs develop by attracting the manufacturing facili-
ties of high-technology companies (for example, the
Edinburgh-Glasgow belt in Scotland; Phoenix, Ar-
izona);
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4. TOCs result from heavy government spending at a
development facility (for example, Huntsville, Ala-
bama; Houston, Texas).(pp. 20-26).

These communities have several factors in common: (1)
a high concentration of scientists and engineers; (2) diverse
organizations and institutions that employ professional
people; (3) some degree of interaction among these organi-
zations:.aud (4) a self-perception or self-image of their area
as technologically oriented (pp. 8-9). They also enjoy simi-
lar benefits: high salaries, attractiveness to professionals,
growing industries, and increased employment opportuni-
ties (p. 65).

None of these patterns of development are superior to
the others: The best approach is the one that fits the aims,
needs, and resources of a particular community. Certain
factors are important for the development of such TOCs.
however: positive local initiatives and attitudes, govern-
mental financial incentives, and the presence of academic
institutions. Universities seem to be more important as "a
cultural amenity for attracting new engineers and scien-
tists" than for their research contributions (p. 41). Al-
though, in Sirbu et al.'s study. attending courses and collo-
quia was common among professional employees, research
ties with local universities were strongly developed in
fewer than half the cases.

"The most significant interaction between industry and
the educational system . . . took place on the junior college
or technical school level" (Sirbu et al. 1976, p. 45). '1\vo-
year colleges, especially, supplied technical and laboratory
assistants. While universities often held "an unfavorable
attitude toward close industry relationships" (p. 56), com-
munity and technical colleges tended to be "quite willing
to modify their courses and curricula to suit the needs of
local industry" (p. 46).

Universities could play a much greater role in liaisons
with industry, and benefit far more from its presence, by
deliberate steps "to begin breaking down the barriers" (p.
72). With larger companies, such steps might include joint
meetings between research directors and faculty; with new
ventures, they might include encouraging spin-offs and
assistance to entrepreneurs. Education and service links
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and research connections should be pursued, with different
roles for different kinds of institutions.

innovation In industrial Corporations
Although much of the current literature concentrates on
the small, entrepreneurial enterprise, earlier studies tended
to make the established industrial corporation their sub-
ject. As academic/industrial research links most often re-
late to large corporatioqs, the process of innovation, as it
occurs in these organizlitions, is an important part of the
context for technology transfer.

A recent blue ribbonicommission in Great Britain, 'the
Committee of Inquiry to the Engineering Profession,
argues vigorously that nnovation among existing industries
is essential for the projperity of advanced industrial na-
tions:

Continuous innovation has of necessity become a way of
life for successful manufacturing companies to cope with
thf.inherent obsolesicence of products and production
methods in a continually changing technological and
market environment\ (Finniston 1979, p. 26).

The kinds of innovations required to meet or anticipate
market changes may be grouped under three headings:

1. Incremental improvements to existing products, pro-
duction methods, and processes;

2. Diversification, using existing expertise and capabili-
ties in different product markets; and

3. Radical departures from previous activities, based on
the introduction of products or processes embodying
novel applications of technology (Finniston 1979, p.
26).

The appropriate innovatiye strategy will vary with the cir-
cumstances of particular companies and markets.

In this country, some of the most definitive research on
industrial innovation has been done by Edwin Mansfield.
According to Mansfield (1968). the rate of technological
change in an industry depends on many factors.

The amount of resources expended on R&D to im-
prove an industry's technology;
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The resources devoted by other industries to improve
the capital goods or other inputs an industry uses;
The industry's market structure;
The legal arrangements pertaining to its operations;
The attitudes toward technological change of manage
ment, workers, and the public;
The way internal R&D activities are organized and
managed;
The way the scientific and technological activities of
relevant government agencies are organized and man-
aged: and
The amount and character of R&D carried out in uni-
versities and in other countries (pp. 4-6).

Among these factors. Mansfield emphasized expenditures
on industrial R&D as The most critical, and he devoted a
good deal of his analysis to decisions affecting such ex-
penditures.

In the firms Mansfield studied, the amount spent on
R&D, whether in total or for specific projects, depended
chiefly on estimates of profitability. Other variables in-
cluded preference for safe projects over risky ones, an
interest in satisfying scientific as well as commercial objec-
tives, and political factors such as executive pressure or
project managers' advocacy (p. 63). Owing to difficulties in
estimating costs and the time necessary for completion,
decision making about projects normally entailed a consid-
erable degree of uncertainty (p. 16), but failure to complete
projects on time was more often the result of diverting
manpower to other endeavors or changing project objec-
tives than a matter of unforeseen technical difficulties
(p. 200).

Despite uncertainties and slippage. Mansfield concluded
that a firm's expenditures for R&D were closely related to
the total number of important inventions it produced and
that innovations had demonstrable effects on the firm's
growth rate (pp. 199. 204). In recent years, spending for
R&D appears to be on the rise again, led by a number of
pace-setting companies that are emphasizing technology
and innovation (Abernathy and Rosenbloom 1982, p. 418).
Total expenditures for R&D by U.S. industries rose from
$33.17 billion in 1978 to an estimated $49.15 billion in 1981,
of which $1,55 billion was spent on basic research, $9.35
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billion on applied research, and $38.25 billion on develop-
ment (Peters and Fusfeld (983, p. 13).

Recent studies of industrial innovation have stressed
both the role of individual project champions and the man-
agerial and organizational climate of the corporation. In an
examination of 73 case histories of innovations that 50
large companies had brought to successful commercializa-
tion, Fernelius and Waldo (1980) asked respondents to
indicate the organizational and technical factors that af-
fected their success. (The authors' rankings of these fac-
tors are shown in table I.) Their interpretation of the data
highlights the role of an individual in recognizing scientific,
technical, and market oRporttmities. These successful
Cases almost always had a "prOject champion": "someone
who thoroughly believes in the project, works hard at it,
inspires others to do the same, and defends the project
even to the point of risking his own standing" (p. 39).

An unusual amount of encouragement from the top con-
tributed to the success of one-third of these projects, and

TABLE I
RANKINGS OF ORGANIZATIONAL AND TECHNICAL
FACTORS AFFECTING THE INNOVATIVE PROCESS

1. Recognition of technical opportunity by an individual
2. Internal basic research
3. Recognition of market opportunity by an individual
4. Flexibility of project goals
5. Support of top management
6. Congruence of project with corporate goals
7. Complexity of project
8. Degree of project leader's autonomy
9. Recognition of market opportunity by a group: external

basic research
10. Response to change in government policy
11. Recognition of technical opportunity by a group
12. Extent of external communication
13. Effect of government regulations
14. Defensive R&D
15. Extent of internal communication
16. Degree of project's urgency
17. Effect of project's urgency
18. Degree of uncertainty about changing government

Source: Fernelius and Waldo 1980. p, 37.
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support from top management was evident in almost all of
the successful eases (Fernelius and Waldo 1980, p. 39).
Whether as a positive influence, as in these,success stories,
or as an inhibitor of change, managerial orientation and
organizational practices are frequently cited in the litera-
ture as important factors for innovation.

Given the uncertainty involved in decisions about alioca-
tions for R&D, the backgrounds and value orientations of
key managers may prove decisive in the ways projects are
assessed (Gold, Rosegger, and Boylan 1980, p. 20; Mans-
field 1968, p. 172). At the executive level, an orientation
toward short-term gains and quantifiable results can dis-
courage strategies for long-term technological superiority
and preclude investment in the development of new prod-
ucts or processes (Abernathy and Rosenbloom 1982, pp.
416-18; Hayes and Abernathy 1980, p. 70).

The fostering of "an entrepreneurial culture" in which
risk taking and innovation can thrive is an essential ingredi-
ent for "high-technology management" in the large corpo-
ration (Maidique and Hayes 1983, pp. 14-17). The willing-
ness to experiment and to risk failure is also a key attribute
of America's most innovative companies (Peters and
Waterman 1982, p. 48). An established pattern of commit-
ment to innovation and technological advance may help a
firm to attract and hold outstanding engineers and other
technical personnel, just as the absence of such commit-
ment can have the opposite effect (Finniston 1979, p. 26).

"Internal entrepreneurs" have many of the same charac-
teristics as "spin-off entrepreneurs," and company policies
limiting opportunities for young risk takers often prompt
them to leave the large corporation (Roberts 1968, pp. 251-
53). In the case of one large electronics firm in Massachu-
setts, former employees started 39 smaller companies.
Several years later, the total annual sales of the 32 surviv-
ing firms were twice that of the parent company (Roberts
1968, p. 252).

These facets of technological change within industrial
corporations point to the importance of several factors: (1)
the amount and quality of research and development; (2)
access to developments in science avid technology that
present new opportunities for innovation; (3) the caliber
and training of people in the laboratory and in corporate
management; and (4) an organizational climate that en-
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courages continuous innovation. These factors have obvi-
ous implications for academic training, in business admin-
istration as well as in science and engineering. With regard
to the transfer of technology, the major implication is the
need for faculty and administrators to appreciate the kinds
of difficulties faced by researchers and managers in the
competitive environment of the corporation. Consulting,
industrial associates programs, and other efforts to in-
crease communication and mutual understanding represent
positive steps in that direction.

Innovation through Entrepreneurship
It is hard to generalize about the relationship between size
of a firm and innovation; in fact, innovative and noninno-
%/wive companies exist among both large and small con-
cerns (National Academy of Sciences 1978, pp. 29-30).
Sometimes a smaller enterprise invents but cannot com-
plete the process of innovation; in other cases, invention
occurs in a larger organization but is carried to completion
by a smaller one founded by former employees of the ori-
ginal company.

Nevertheless, small 1: ,ns led by enterprising entrepre-
neurs have an impressive record of producing innovations
and creating new jobs. Local development programs to
encourage new company formations represent "a relatively
low-risk and potentially high-gain" approach (Shapero
1982a, p. 17). Rather than trying to attract the branch oper-
ations of established corporations, local and state efforts
might be more successful if they concentrate on new firms
and on the conditions conducive to their formation and
development (p. 20).

What are the job-generating characteristics of small com-
panies? Change in employment occurs through the birth, I

death, expansion, contraction, in-migration, and out-
migration of companies (Birch 1979, pp. 3-6). Because
about 8 percent of the annual job loss rate is the result of
the death and contraction of companies, a key question is
what kind of firms contribute to replacing these jobs. The
start of new companies and expansion of existing ones are
the major sources of replacement, and that replacement is
related to the size and age of companies (Birch 1979).
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In Birch's study, small firms with 20 or fewer employ-
ees generated 66 percent of all new jobs, while middle-
sized and large firms, on balance, provided relatively
few new jobs.
About 80 percent of all new jobs originate in firms that
have been in existence for four years or less.
The "job-generating firm" tends to be small, young,
and dynamic.
Small companies have higher death.rates than larger
concerns, but the surviving ones are four times more
likely to expand than to contract, whereas larger firms
are 50 percent more likely to shrink than to grow.
These small, young, entrepreneurial firms are the kind
'that banks feel very uncomfortable about" and are
"the most difficult to reach through conventional pol-
icy initiatives" (pp. 8-17).

Such small, young, entrepreneurial firms are often asso-
ciated with high-technology activities (Holtzman 1983, p.
2; Joint Economic Committee 1982, pp. 19-21). But in a
sample of spin-off firms in Michigan, a "continuum of tech-
nical information" was actually transferred when entrepre-
neurs left parent orgy lizations to launch new companies,
with university spin-offs concentrating chiefly on R&D,
testing, and consulting and industry spin-offs tending to
focus on custom products and services (such as prototype
design and fabrication) or on standarcrproducts and ser-
vices (Lamont 1971, pp. 11-14, 30). High-technology com-
panies actually constitute a very small fraction of the more
than 14 million businesses in the United States (Grad and
Shapero 1981,. pp. 5-6), and high-technology activity repre-
sents less than one-third of the entrepreneurial growth of
recent years, the major portion of which consists of ser-
vices (restaurants, money market funds, and the like) and
primary activities (education and training, health care, and
information) (Drucker 1984, pp. 59-60).

Whether one prefers to think of the entrepreneur as any-
one who starts any kind of new business or as any innova-
tor wild champions a new technology, either in an existing
corporation or in a new firm, many observers agree
strongly that certain skills different from those involved in
invention are necessary to make a new business succeed.

Small firms
led by
enterprising
entrepreneurs
have an
impressive
record of
producing
innovations
and creating
new jobs.

0
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Apart from technical considerations, a number of factors
have been correlated with high performance in sales and
profitability:

Moderate educational level: The entrepreneurs pos-
sessing a Masters degree rather than a Ph.D. were
more likely to be successful.
Specific business function: The need for management
skills was i:ecognizcd and acted upon in forming the
managematt-team in successful companies.
Entrepreneur's concern about personnel matters: The
high performers tended to regard employees as the,
principal productive element of the company. F ."f..

Marketing department: Successful firms recognized
the need to address market issues through a formal
marketing structure (Roberts 1968, pp. 263-64).

Although reliable data of any kind on small firms are
hard to come by. estimates of the number of small com-
panies started vary from fewer than 500,000 to over 1 mil-
lion per year. IRS records for 1965 to 1475 indicate that
2,563,000 firms net were added to the national inventory of
businesses during that period (Grad and Shapero 1981, p.
14), and of all thi new business firms started each year,
only about 20 percent survive for five years (Johnson 1978,
p. 11). Even so, small companies represent 95 percent of
the businesses in the United States, employ 56 percent of
the private, nonfarm work force, and account for 48 per-
cent of the gross national product (Johnson 1978, p. 11).

'High rates of failure in this important part of the econ-
omy have engendered widespread debate over ways to
assist small businesses. Assessments of their needs usually
cite managerial deficiencies, such as poor planning, inade-
quate, controls. and insufficient understanding of finance.
Such shortcomings may be the result of a lack of business
training and experience (Brophy 1974, p. 182; Grad and
Shapero 1981, p. 14) or of preoccupation with technologi-
cal rather than business matters (Park 1983, p. 40). Entre-
preneurs, especially technically oriented entrepreneurs,
may not fully appreciate the importance of marketing skills
and strategies (Lamont 1971, p. 41). The most severe prob-
lem of all may be obtaining capital to bring the business
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intobeing,'establisli a foothold, and support expansion
(Shapero 1982a, p. 20).

The need for capital has been described as a "chicken
and egg problem": "New firms will attract funds if they
are successful, but they must have funds if-they are to be
successful" (Brophy 1974, p. 189). Although considerable
attention has been given to the role of venture capital.
much of this type of financing appears to be focused on
technology-based eaterOrises concentrated in such states
as California, Massachusetts, New Ydrk. and Texas (Pratt
1982, pp. 7-12). Moreover, venture capital is more readily
available at a somewhat advanced stage of a company's
development, whereas "seed capital," and "first-stage fi-
nancing" to assess feasibility, develop a prototype. and
then begin mass production and marketing are both more
critical and harder to obtain (National Governors Associa.
tion 1983, p. 16).

All of these obstacles must be overcome if small firms
are to succeed and to make their maximum contribution to
the economy. In terms of technological development, even

a the most well-conceived inventions may never be commer-
cialized if entrepreneurs lack the necessary skills iind re-
sources to implement them (National Governors Associa-
tion 1983, pp. 19-20). In terms of generating new jobs,
entrepreneurial success in new and in expanded businesses
may hold the key to overall employment growth in the
nation (Birch 1979, p. 4). Assisting the small business sec-
tor holds a special challenge:

The firms that (economic development! efforts tnust
reach are the most difficult to identify and the most diffi-
cult to work with. They are small. They tend to be inde-
pendent. They are volatile. The very spirit that gives
them their vitalityUnd job generating powers is the same
spirit that makes them unpromising partners for the
development administrator (Birch 1979, p. 20).

Insofar as they relate to small businesses, efforts to
transfer technology in the strictest sense have usually fo-
cused on spin-offs and new, technology-based firms. But
even in these cases, the needs of entrepreneurs go well
beyond technical matters to such questions as the availabil-
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ity of capital, the provision of space and facilities, and all
the other problems attendant upon operating a new busi-
ness.

Cooperative Mechanisms for ibehnology Transfer
The classification of mechanisms for technology transfer is
less standardized than for cooperative research models,
which may reflect a shorter history of concern with trans-
fer per se as well as,the diverse factors involved in the
process of technological change. Although definitions and
terminology tend to-vary, the major mechanisms for tech-
nology transfer include seminars, speakers, and publica-
tions, consulting relationships, industrial associates pro-
grams, extension services, industrial incubators and parks,
and cooperative entrepreneurial development. What these
mechanisms have in common are activities that provide
information, technical services related to technological
development, and/or managerial assistance.

Seminars, speakers, and publications
Faculty members play an important role not only as educa-
tors but as "skilled manipulators and suppliers of knowl-
edge"(Bugliarello and Simon 1976. p. 3). Often these skills
are tapped in informal, haphazard ways, as, for example,
when professors receive telephone calls with requests for
miscellaneous kinds of information or questions about
various technical problems. More formal structures, such
as technology clearinghouses or designated regional infor-
mationventers, could make more effective use of faculty
expertise (p. 79). Scholarly journals, interdisciplin-
ary in nature and attuned to industrial needs, might be one
means of communication associated with such programs
(p. 85).

Of course, most academic departments in the sciences
and in engineering do structure information services to
some extent through conferences, speakers programs, and
publications, especially for centers and institutes with a
specific research focus and with an interest in advertis
their programs. Corporations and industrial societies may
also sponsor such activities. One chemical company, for
example, arranges for faculty to serve as panelists in
roundtable discussions, promotes seminars and speakers
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programs on new corporate developments, and under-
writes distribution of a catr.iog of publications in its field of
operation (Brodsky, Kaufman, and-Tooker 1980, p. 71).

Periodic seminars and short courses are methods of
technology transfer that promote "meaningful communica-
tion" and direct contact "where the action is: engineer to
engineer, scientist to scientist" (Battenburg 1980, p. 8).
Stepped-up efforts to disseminate information on entrepre-
neurship through journals, conferences, clearinghouses,
and other measures would foster knowledge of entrepre-
neurs and their innovative role in the economy (Grad and
Shapero 1981, pp. 34-36). About 40 percent of the institu-
tions in one survey now publish some kind of journal or
newsletter dealing with industrial development or regional
economic development, and many of them plan to increase
such publications in the future (Ferrari 1984, pp. 11-12).

Consulting relationships
Faculty consulting in industry has been described as "the
most pervasive academic-industrial connection" (National
Science Foundation 1982, p. 11). It is also a major element
in the application of acader ic knowledge to mission-
oriented problems in the industrial sector (Grad and Sha-
pero 1981, p. 36).

Consulting is a touchy issue in universities, and is the
subject of administrative regulation and criticism. It is
. . . seldom discussed and relatively unmeasured, yet
consulting probably does much to condition the view-
points of professors vis-a-vis research and application of
knowledge (Grad and Shapero 1981, p. 37).

The extent of faculty consulting in industry is not pre-
cisely known. Many institutions do not have formal report-
ing requirements, and those that do seldom enforce them
rigorously (Peters and Fusfeld 1983;p. 89). It is difficult to
disaggregate the available data by type of income-
producing activity and by type of client. Ninety percent of
all faculty with nine-month appointments at four-year insti-
tutions earn smile supplemental income, but that income
includes summer teaching, research, royalties, and other
sources in addition to consulting (Dillon 1982, p. 27). Sur-
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vey data in various sources suggest that the proportion of
faculty who engage in consulting may range from 40 to 49
percent (Brodsky. Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, p. 65; Dil-
lon 1982, p. 38; National Science Foundation 1982, p. 11).
External work as paid consultants differs.markedly by type
of institution and by academic field. University faculty do
more than faculty at four-year or two-year colleges, and
faculty in engineering and business do more than those in
the physical and biological sciences (National Science
Foundation 1982, pp. 11-14).

Institutional policies reflect a wide range of attitudes
toward consulting: Some colleges and universities frown
on it, others maintain a hands-off approach, and still others,
encourage it by such means as maintaining an inventory of
areas of expertise and research interests. Reasons for pro-
moting this type of link with industry may include supple-
menting faculty income, attracting research contracts, or
maintaining a communications network (Peters and Fusfeld
1983, p. 89). Exposure tQ industry for students is another
important objective, and some institutions have designed
participation projects involving both students and faculty
(Battenburg 1980, p. 8; Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker
1980, pp. 65-66).

From the viewpoint of corporate research directors,
consulting may be perceived as a **means of facilitating
general knowledge transfer from the university to their
R&D staff," with the special advantage that academic re-
searchers can be brought in on short notice, without the
extended commitments required in contracted research
(Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, p. 65). The single
channel of commercialization used most often in one study
was that of transfer to companies with which the university
had a consulting relationship, especially if the association
was a long-term one (Roberts and Peters 1981, pp. 123-24).

Faculty involvement in firms that extends to the point of
participation in management or ownership of substantial
financial holdings may be difficult to reconcile with aca-
demic status. The conflicts of interest that can arise in such
cases have serious impliditions for the professor and for
the institution. This problem is beginning to receive careful
attention by academic leaders (see the following section).
Even when faculty involvement is less extensive, a balance
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must be maintained between consulting activities and re-
sponsibilities for teaching and research.

Like other mechanisms for technology transfer, consult-
ing can be viewed in various ways, depending on the as-
pect of technological development one is considering. In
relation to established corporations, long-term relation-
ships are more likely to be productive but are not always
possible to achieve. Unless a cooperative research arrange-
ment emerges, the link is individual rather than systemic
(Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, p. 66). In relation-to
the encouragement of spin-off companies, the amount of
consulting time allowed faculty may be far too limited
(Southern Regional Education Board 1983b, p. 6). In rela-
tion to entrepreneurial firms in general, the present prac-
tice of consulting "predominantly for the government and
very large firms in a few industries" might be augmented
by "circuit -riding consultancies" targeted to small firms
(Grad and Shapero 1981, p. 37). Such an approach, by
which faculty members would be paid on the basis of the
number of cases and small companies they handle, would
be the small-firm equivalent of summer employment in
corporations and would overcome the difficulty of waiting
for problems to be brought to the faculty (pp. 37-38).

Instances of "institutional consulting" programs are rare
(Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 92). To "institutionalize" con-
sulting activities by faculty in engineering, business, and
other areas: the more widespread adoption of professional
practice plans similar to those employed by many medical
schools might be necessary (Lindell 1982b, pp. 130-31).
Such plans would have several advantages: selection of
projects on the basis of professional interests rather than
monetary factors, elimination of conflicts of inte.-est, gen-
eration of income for the institution, and a more systemic
rather than individualized link with industrial organiza-
tions.

industrial associates programs
Another mechanism for transferring knowledge and foster=
lag academic/industrial communication in areas of technol-
ogy is the industrial associates program. Alternately called
"liaison" or "affiliates" programs, these efforts help create
E stable base of industrial support for academic research
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and provide participating companies with what academics
like to call "a window on technology."

As with many of the transfer models identified in this
report, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and
Stanford University have been the flag bearers, both hav-
ing initiated associates programs many years ago. The MIT
program has over 200 companies as members and is staffed
by 11 liaison officers. Activities include symposia, semi-
nars, visits to the campus, visits to the companies, and
listings and reports on current MIT research (Bruce and
Tamaribuchi 1981). Stanford has about 19 separate pro-
grams, because industrial membership and academic coor-
dination occur at the departmental level. Faculty rather
than staff members coordinate these efforts, each corpo-
rate member being assigned to a professor. The emphasis
is on individual. contacts, discussioivof specific subject
areas, and access to students"the prime reason why
companies join" (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 80).

Many other institutions have associates programsthe
University of California at Los Angeles, Cornell, the Uni-
versity of Washington, the Univergity of Southern Califor-
nia, the California Institute of Technology, the Oregon
Graduate Center, Lehigh University, and the Pennsylvania
State University, to name a few (Battenburg 1980, p. 8;
Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, p. 45). Some of these
programs are institutionwide; others are departmental,
frequently within schools of engineering.

Industrial representatives are exhibiting a growing tend-
ency to question whether "general associates programs"
as distinguished from "special purpose" or "focused"
programsare sufficientl.f benzficial to justify the high
members)!;-1) fees, which often run to $25,000 or more. In
fact, several institutions have launched general programs,
only to see them fail for lack of industrial response (Peters
and Fusfeld 1983, pp. 92-95. To provide corporations with
regular technology overviews of sufficient depth across a
range of areas is simply not possible unless an institution
has a large and diversified research program.

Special-purpose associates programs, in contraSt, seem
to be growing in popularity. Membership fees are often
considerably less, and the focus on specific subject areas
may generate lively exchange between companies and
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university researchers. Industrial affiliates are encouraged
to discuss nonproprietary technical problems with faculty
membersnnd suggest areas of investigation that might
benefit industry. Such focused programs often evolve into
research consortia (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 79). The
exchange of ideas on industrial problems may also lead to
consulting relationships for participating faculty members
(Smith and Karlesky 1977, p.`73).

As a model of technology transfer, associates programs
tend to overlap with other mechanisms. They usually in-
corporate seminars, speakers, and publications within their
array of services, and they may in turn be part of more
inclusive programs like consortia or cooperative research
centers. They may provide consulting services or lead to
consulting relationships. And they have an educational or
human resource development function as well, given the
interest of corporations in access to studmits as potential
future employees. The target of associates r..ugrat:/s is
typically the large corporation, though some institutions
have experimented with sliding fee structures to accommo-
date smaller companies.

Extension services
Proposals dating back to the 1960s have attempted to pro-
mote innovation by linking university-based technology
centers to federal programs to assist small companies (Baer
1980, p. 21). These "industriatextension services" are
often advocated as offering to industrial firms the same
kinds of benefits that agricultural extension has brought to
the farmer. This rationale was behind the engineering ex-
periment station pioneered at the University of Illinois in
1903 and expanded to 38 land grant colleges by 1937 (Pe-
tors and Fusfeld 1983, p. 98).

Several kinds of programs mentioned in the literature
resemble, to various degrees, the agricultural model. In
addition to the term "extension," one finds references to
innovation centers, small business development centers.
and other forms of "entrepreneurial assistance." "Exten-
sion services" seems to be a sufficiently inclusive umbrella
term for such programs, all of which provide information
and technical or managerial assistance, primarily to small
businesses.
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Some programs designed specifically to transfer technol-
ogy to small firms borriw the terminology used in agricul-
ture, and a county agent or extension agent plays a central
role in transfer. Thus, the Ohio Technology Transfer Orga-
nization (Orm) uses "technology transfer agents" situ-
ated at 11 community and technical colleges to provide
technical assistance as wellas information and training to
small businesses throughout the state. The link to new
technology occurs by networking the two-year colleges .

with a antral office at Ohio State University,. which main-
tains computerized data banks and has access to services
of other state and federal programs (Warmbrod, Persavich,
and L'Angelle 1981, p. 95). In Pennsylvania, "e;aension
agents" are located at 24 continuing education offices as
part of the Pennsylvania Technical Assistance Program
(PENNTAP). Inquiries directed to PENNTAP are for-
warded to "technical extension" experts in university de-
partments, where faculty resources are tapped to provide
the information needed (General Accounting Office 1983,
p. 37).

Innovation centers and small business development cen-
ters (SBDCsi, though often listed as separate models, have
many characteristics common to all extension programs.
The emphasis differs somewhatinnovation centers tend
to focus on technologic?! entrepreneurship, SBDCs on
managerial problems cm small businesses in generalbut
both type of programs offer entrepreneurs an array of
direct services and frequently provide related education
and training as well.

In 1973, the National Science Foundation funded three
innovation centersat M.I.T., Carnegie-Mellon, and the
University of Oregon. The objective was to combine class-
room training in engineering and business theory with
hands-on, clinical experience in generating new ideas, de-
veloping new products, and initiating new ventures. By
1978, over 1,000 students had enrolled in 25 "new venture
courses," 26 new businesses had been launched with pro-
jected gross sales of over $12.5 million, and nearly 800 new
jobs had been created (Colton 1978, pp. 193-94). These
centers, and numerous others developed at other institu-
tions, integrate formal evaluations of ideas submitted by
independent inventors and existing businesses into the
training program, then provide support services as the new
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ventures begin to take shape. The merit of such programs
lies ill their attempt to deal with the full range of problems
encountered from invention through implementation:

By spanning the entire innovation process from the gen-
eration of new ideas to the actual manufacturing and
Marketing of a new product, this mechanism seems to
qffer an ongoing, flexible suppon system for young en-
trepreneurs (Brodsky. Kaufman. and Tooker 1980, pp.
48-49).

Small business development centers have been es-
tablished at many academic institutions. SBDCs within
universities are usually situated in schools of business ad-
ministration. and a number of states also have statewide
program. In Georgia. 150 people staff 11 centers in vari-
ous sites. Partially funded by the U. S. Small Business
Administration, these centers provide consultation. contin-
uing education, and special programs on international
trade, economic forecasting, energy management, and
minority business concerns (Georgia Office of Planning and
Budget 1982, p. 33).

Such 'programs often attempt to collate information on a
variety of business matters of special interest to owners of
small firms, such as the availability of investment capital or
of governmental financing. At least six federal agencies
have small business assistance programs, the newest of
which is the Small Business Innovation Research Program,
legislation for which was enacted in 1982. Legislation cre-
ating the program requires certain agencies to set aside 1
percent of their research and development budgets for
small businesses. Several states --- Nebraska, North Caro-
lina, and Pennsylvania. for examplehave mounted efforts
to bring representatives of academic institutions, small
business, and financial institutions together to take advan-
tage of this program (National Governors Association
1983, pp. 25-26).

Although few of these extension programs directed to-
ward industry are "full blown replicas of the agricultural
extension model" (General Accounting Office 1983, p. 36),
such programs "do establish a network of industrial con-
tacts and make the universities that participate more sensi-
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live to industrial needs" (National Science Foundation
1982. p. 23).

Industrial incubators and picks
Over the years, a number-of academic institutions inter-
ested in closer links with industrial firms have set up or
participated in arrangements to provide physical facilities
for companies. Often an outgrowth of prior technology
transfer or technical assistance, such arrangements further
these efforts through geographical proximity. The two ma-
jor forms are industrial incubators and industrial parks.

The objective of industrial incpbators is "the creation of
an interactive environment between industry and educa-
tion" (Venture Capital Journal 1983, p. 9). One of the old-
est incubators is that of the University City Science Center
in Philadelphia, a joint venture of several colleges, univer-
sities, and local industries founded nearly two decades ago.
Other well-known incubator programs are located at the
Georgia Institute of Technology and at Rensselaer Poly-
technic Institute (RPI).

Georgia Tech's Advanced Technology Development
Center provides both technical and management advice to
small firms that occupy space in a 100,000-square foot
facility. Access to faculty consultants, equipment, and
library and computer services helps entrepreneurs develop
to the stage where they are able to'set up their own plants
(Georgia Office of Planning and Budget 1982, pp. 18-19).
At RPI, similar services are offered in low-rent space on
the campus as part of an institutionwide effort to foster
high-technology entrcpreneurship. The main criteria for the
selection of tenants are the marketability of their proposals
and correspondence to RPI expertise. Occupants may be
inventors, faculty members, or students. Several fledgling
companies are already producing pharmaceuticals, solar
collectors, robot control systems, and automated test
equipment. Although it is'hoped that some of these orga-
nizations will move to RPI's new, off-campus industrial
park, none had yet done so by the end of 1983 (Phalon
1983, p. 91).

Whether or not the industrial or research park actually
represents "the most dramatic contribution to innovation"
of the various forms of technology transfer (General Ac-
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counting Office 1983, p. 48), it is certainly the most visible.
Precisely because of its concreteness, it is often the image
that Chamber of Commerce members and university trust-
ees have in mind when thinking about academic/industrial
cooperation. A park site close to an academic institution
breaks down spatial barriers and may thereby make it eas-
ier for academic and industrial researchers to interact more
frequently and intensely, share each others' facilities, and
develop cooperative programs.

Originally called "industrial estates" in the United King-,
dom and then "industrial districts" in this country, such
sites are now variously termed industrial parks, research
parks, cicscience parks. By 1961, 1,046 known "industrial
districts" existed in the United States and Canada (Lee
1982, p. 34). The first site established by a university was
the Stanford Industrial Park, founded in 1951 on lani adja-
cent to Stanford University. One of the newest is the Sci-
ence Park in New Haven, jointly sponsored by yale Uni-
versity, the Olin Corporation, and the city of New Haven.

Despite the success of Stanford's park in spawning new
companies and of North Carolina's Research Mangle Park
in attracting governmental and corporate R&D facilities,
the park site model is treated these days with cautionif
not disapprovalby most careful observers. Several studies
in the 1960s and 1970s reported that more research parks
were failing than succeeding (Carter 1978, p. 1470; Lee
1982, p. 3). Although the exemplary cases are generally
considered to be excellent modes of transferring technol-
ogy, recent commentaries tend to emphasize the difficulty
of making them work (Genera' Accounting Office 1983. p.
50; Joint Economic Committee 1982, p. 42; National Gov-
ernors Association 1983, p. 17).

Parks developed by universities or by private developers
acting unilaterally have not fared well (Southern Regional
Education Board 1983b, p. 6). Certain conditions, missing
in one-sided arrangements, are necessary for success:

The probabilities of success for these ventures increase
dramatically when a communitywide, diversed ap-
proach is taken, involving active participation by the
university, private developers, representatives of local
high-technology industries, and community leaders.

The park
model is
treated these
days with
cautionif
not dis-
approvalby
most careful I
observers.
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When eny of these is missing, the chances for success
decline rapidly (Southern Regional Education Board
19$3b, p. 6).

A
A number of strategic decisions, if made incorrectly, can
diminish the impact of parks on technological development
(Lee 1982, pp. 116-29): Strong commitment by the univer-
sity to the industrial development needs of the region is
critical, however.

Although industrial parks afford numerous benefits to
the university, such as generating income and increasing
employment opportunities for graduates. the self-interested

- objectives of the university tend to fold into the broader
ones of economic development in the community. The
academic institution is thus challenged to become an active
partner with both public and private sector organizations
f9r economic improvement.

Cooperative entreprepeurial deyelopment
The sixth model of technology transfer is but partially and
imperfectly reflected in the literature. As noted earlier,
these models often overlap, and as the points of contact
increase and objectives multiply in the interest of technol-
ogy transfer, the range and intensity of academic involve-
ment with industrial concerns and sometimes with groups
in the community increase as well. The research park illus-
trates this cIncept well, with success or failure depending
on cooperation from many organizations. both public and
private.

The term "cooperative entrepreneurial development" is
used here to reflect a more comprehensive approach to
promoting the transfer of technology and the development
of entrepreneurship through a broad range of cooperative
activities focused on the comMunity or region. While few if
any perfect examples of it can be found, its components
can be identified and illustrated.

One loose category of activities related to entrepreneur-
ial development is what is sometimes called "technology
brokering." A technology broker is a person or agency
whose role it is "to bring universities with research capa-
bilities together with industrial firms with research needs"
(Baer 1977, pp. 49-50). Four types of brokers have been
identified; (1) university foundations; (2) independent
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groups, such as the. Battelle Development Corporation or
the Research Corporation; (3) private consulting firms; and
(4government agencies (Baer 1977). From a university's
viewpoint, such third-party mechanisms create a neutral
buffer between academic activities VW business dealings,
provide professional brokerage expertise, generate contin-
uing income foi the institution, and establish a stn. cure
with which industry can relate (Peters and Fusfeld 1 3,
p. 111).

As part of their brokering, some institutions have inter-
nal programs to identify and encourage new technologies
with commercial potential. For example, the program at
Case Western Reserve University (called "Quest for Tech-
nology"), with the assistance of the Control Data Corpora-
tion, invites faculty and students to submit ideas for ma-
chines, computer programs, new applications of existing
substances, training devices, and the like. The inventions
that are accepted are then marketed to investors willing
to provide financing for business start-ups (Wood 1983,
p. 60).

Some universities have taken a further step: to partici-
pate in the financing of entrepreneurs. Although it is in-
creasingly common for institutions with Substantial endow-
ments to include venture capital companies in'their in-
vestment portfolios, financing spiti-offs from the university
Itself is a new idea (Venture Capital Journal 1983, p. 11).
Thus far, little information is available on how many insti-
tutioni are now involved in or may be considering equity
participation, the "closest and most controversial of all
university/industry ties" (National Governors Association
1983. p. \14). Nor is. it clear that the advantages to be gained
by financial commitments to entrepreneurs within the uni-
versity outweigh the very real dangers to academic integ-
rity (see following section).

In addition to technology brokering, cooperative entre-
preneurial'development is also partially illustrated in the
advanced technology application centers in states like
Pennsylvania and Ohio.. In both of these states, areas des-
ignatedas technology application centers are expected to
engage in cooperative activities referred to variouslyas
"technology transfer" or "entrepreneurial assistance"
programs. The concept is to link university-based R&D
pursuits with cooperative efforts in technical and business
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assistance, incubator services, investment opportunities.
and other community resources (Ohio Department of De-
velopment 1983, pp. 4-5: Pennsylvania Department of
Commerce 1983, p. 1). By attempting to bring the major
academic, industrial, and governmental organizations in an
area together as sponsors of and participants in the whole
array of activities encompassing technology transfer, the
advanced technology application centers probably repre-
sent the best examples of cooperative entrepreneurial de-
velopment that can be found at this time. As experience
with such programs increases, their multiple objectives will
likely attain sharper focus, and clearer examples of this
mode! will emerge.

Beyond Technology nansfer
In these mechanisms of technology transfer, it is evident
that much more is occurring in many instances than merely
the transmittal of information. Just as the models of re-
search cooperation reflect a spectrum of complexity, so do
these transfer models. This conclusion seems inevitable.
given the complexity of the innovation process itself and
the multiple factors and target audiences involved. An
interest in "integrating technological results of university
research into private sector programs or commercial prod-
ucts" (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 98) quickly leads be-
yond the traditional mechanisms of informational events
and publications, consulting, and associates programs to
more ambitious efforts to provide,extension programs,
incubator facilities, park sites, and accompanying services
to corporations and small businesses.

If the literature on technology transfer exhibits a certain
indefiniteness, it is doubtless a result of the difficulty in
simultaneously keeping in focus the innovative require-
ments of existing corporations and of small entrepreneurial
-firms. The small companies, moreover, differ in the degree
to which technology ic central to their operations. And in
all cases, it has become evident from a review of the varia-
bles that influence innovation that many factors. including
managerial needs, are as important as purely technical

matters.
In short, the term "technology transfer" hardly seems

elastic enough to carry all the weight associated with these

multiple activities and relationships. The term "entrepre-
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neurial development," though not without its own difficul-
ties, may be more descriptive. While some writers prefer
to associate entrepreneurship with any kind of small, new
business (Druckir 1984; Grad and Shapero 1981), a long
tradition of identifying entrepreneurial behavior within the
corporation is the bearer of innovation is also apparent.
"Clearly, the entrepreneur is the central figure in success-
ful technological innovation, both within the large corpora-
tion as well as the foundling enterprise" (Roberts 1968, p.
259). If this view of entrepreneurship'as applicable to both
large and small concerns is followed, it is still important to
remember that non-technology-based firms are also em-
braced by the term.4

Summary
This discussion of technology transfer has been premised
on the fact that, from the viewpoint of economic develop-
ment, research and development is not an end in itself but
a means to stimplate technological innovation. When the
process of inn?vutiotcis viewed in its entirety, however, it
becoMes apparentlhof the concern to exploit new con-
cepts that may doiiva,from academic research necessitates
attention to the informational and decision-making needs
of the corporation, the technical and managerial problems
of small firms, and Invironmental factors that exist in
the community st....ag.

The transfer mechanisms described in this chapter repre-
sent attempts to address these needs. If no single model
does so completely, all of them taken together reveal an
interest on the part of academic institutions. industrial
organizations, and other agencies in many parts of the
country to create the conditions necessary to complete the
cycle of innovation leading from invention to successful
commercialization. The role of innovators and entrepre-
neurs, whether in large companies or small, is widely re-
garded as critical to acconiplishing this goal, and an in-
creasingly intricate network of services and relationships
has evolved to assist in entrepreneurial development. In
many cases, these efforts go far beyond technology trans-
fer in the narrowest sense of transmitting information.

It is clear that the propulsion of the processes of techno-
logical change (invention, innovation, and diffusion) is a
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highly complex matter, not yet fully understood by those
who study it and attempt to-engage in it (Brophy 1974,
p. 180).

Yet the failure of a community or region to identify
technology-based market opportunities, promote relevant
R&D, and stimulate the transfer of technology from inven-
tion through diffusion does have predictable results in the
form of technology-lag and economic decline (Brophy
1974).
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ACADEMIC/INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION IN PERSPECTIVE:
Moor Dimensions, Concepts, and Issues

Properly understood, technology (and innovation) en-
ceinpasses the organizational setting in which tools are
deployed, the wort, roles of people involved in their use.
and the perceptions of actors involved in adoption and
implementation (Tornatzky et al. 1983, p. 1.4).

The high-technology connection in which higher education
and industry are joined to stimulate technological progress
has been discussed thus far in terms mirroring the domi-
nant themes in the literature. These themes emphasize the
exciting potential of advanced technology for economic
growth, the role of America's leading research universities
in advancing scientific and technological frontiers, and the
primary forms of university cooperation with industry in
R&D and in technology transfer.

Exploration of these themes, however, has revealed
additional forces shaping academic/industrial relationships.
To put these relationships into broader perspective, it is
necessary to consider human resources, arwther important
part of comprehensive development strategies, to consider
a conceptual framework that encompasses all of the major
areas of cooperation and relates them to the main goals of
economic development, to review the barriers to coopera-
tion and ways of analyzing cooperative interactions, and to
describe some of the major policy issues that arise as aca-
demic and industrial organizations move toward closer
alliances.

Recognizing the Dimension of Human Resources
As readers interested in other dimensions of academic/
industrial relations will have noticed, the paradigm for the
material reviewed up to now derives from the research
milieu of the university. As new technology depends on
fundamental investigation, the research paradigm is a use-
ful and appropriate perspective from which to examine the
process of technological innovation. It is not the only pei-
spective availaole, however, nor is it without its disadvan-
tages.

Some of the limitations that may result from reliance on
the research paradigm have already been alluded to in pre-
vious chapters:
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1. An overemphasis on the roles of univcr:iities, espe-
cially the top 100 or so, as opposed to the full range of
academic institutions in this country, which total over
3.000;

2. An overemphasis on large corporations, especially
those Fortune 500 companies with substantial R&D,
rather than he wide diversity of business enterprises
numbering in the millions;

3. A tendency in some cases to view cooperative re-
search projects as support mechanisms rather than
partnerships in technological development;

4. The difficulty of addressing the myriad needs for sup-
port of entrepreneurship within the conceptual
parameters of technology transfer;

5. A tendency to neglect the development of human
resources, an extremely critical component of techno-
logical development: or. when education is noted, a
tendency to overemphasize the level of advanced
study asspciated with research iatlicr than the full
spectrum of educational and training needs.

This paradigm, of course, is not iiie ivory tower perspec-
tive tha schews all interest in the use of research findings
and rejects close relationships with other organizations in
favor of isolated scholarship. Although the metaphor of the
ivory tower persists (Crosson 1983, p. 10), the question for
most educators today is not whether higher education
shituld be involved in society but how to meet social re-
sponsibilities and still fulfill the academy's mission (Ashby
1958; Bok 1982; Kerr 1972; Millett 1968). Yet the research
paradigm in the literature on academic /industrial relation-
ships does take academic research as its starting point and
differs, for example, from t:le viewpoint of those who look
atthe matter from perspective of human resources.

Since the days of Adam Smith, human resource develop-
ment, the process of increasing the knowledge, the skills,
and the capacities of all the people in a society" (Harbison
and Myers 1964, p. 2), has been recognized as critical for
the development of national economies. A sizable body of
literature deals with the dimension of human resources in
academic/industrial relations, though seldom comprehen-
sively. Three aspects of that literature are especially im-
portant for economic development: scientific and engineer-
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ing manpower, the need for training and retraining, and
information about the labor market and occupalional fore-
casting.

&len* and engineering manpower
The total number of faculty in science and engineering in
.public and private universities offering the doctorate is
now about 220,000, but the full-time equivalent number
engaged in research and-development in these institutions
is only about 58,000 (Bak,a 1983. p. 113). Fewer than half
this number are in the phySical sciences and engineering.
Depicting this situation as a massive problem of "und::r-
staffing."-Baker declares that it is an -illusion" to think
that academic/industrial cooperation can significantly im-
prove America's innovative capacities without a major
increase in scale.

Actually, the academic employment of scientists and
engineers has been increasing at about 3 percent annually
in recent years (National Science Foundation 1980. p. 1).
Much of this growth. however. has occurred through hiring
non-tenure-track research staff on short-term contracts.
Because of projected declines in enrollment, these "soft-
mdney" positions may be vulnerable at institutions other
than the mast distinguished universities (National Science.
Foundation 1980). Lower enrollments may reduce aca-
demic opportunities for young scientists and lead to short-
ages of research personnel in the years ahead.

In engineering colleges at present, course offerings are
being reduced and research effort decreased as a result of
insufficient faculty. About 1.650 positions are vacant
across the country. and heavy teaching loads and obsolete
instrumentation are commonplace (National Governors
Association 1983. p. 10). Faculty shortages are especially
acute in specialized fields like computer science, computer
engineering, robotics, and CAD/CAM (Gas 1983. p. 419;.

Among high-technology companies in the Silicon Valley
and alOng Route 128. an inadequate supply of gradlates in
science and engineering was a serious c(Acern of company
officials ( Useem 1981. pp. 19-20: 1982. p. ii). Conse-
quently, access to capable graduate students frequently
turns out to be a major motivator for corporate participa-
tion in cooperative programs with universities (Cromie
1983. pp. 245-49). In fact, the supply of high-level scien-
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tests and engineets to industry may be the single most im-
portant incentive for academic/industrial research links
(National Science Foundation 1982, pp. 29-30; Peters and
Fusfeld 1983, p. 93; Shapero 1979, p. 4).

7kaining and retraining
Yesterday's futuristic pl.opheciesthe electronic office, the
automated factory, the computerized householdare rap-
idly becoming today's realities. An estimated 55 percent of
the workforce is already employed in inforulation/
knowledge industries (Jamieson. and Warren 1980, pp. 18-
20). This kind of work demands verbal and quantitative
competencies, perhaps requiring total retraining and recer-
tification of many workers. Over the next two decades, the
skills of over 40 percent of the current workforce may be-
come obsolete, pointing to the need for "training and re-
training . . . to smooth the transition to a technology-based
society" (National Governors Association 1983, p. 20).

Given the large number of unemployed worn rs in older
industrial areas and the importance of skilled iabor to high-
technology companies, training is a key ingredient in state
initjatives to promote technological development (Joint
Economic Committee 1982, p. 39). Industry itself is spend-
ing substantial urns for trainingfrom $10 billion to $30
billion or more per year (Hunan 1982, p. 7). In some cases,
difficulties in finding qualified applicants for technical posil-
tions have prompted corporate employers to initiate coop-
erative training programs with academic institutions, par-
ticularly community and technical colleges (Georgia Office
of Flanning and Budget 1982, pp. 45-46).

The nearly 1,300 two-year community and technical
colleges in the United States represent an important re-
source in meeting the nation's training needs. When new
technologies are introduced in industryaltering work
settings, tools and processes, and performance
re...asrementstraining programs must be revised accord-
ingly. To keep up with such changes, two-year colleges
need to update curricula, acquire or gain access to state-of-
the-art equipment, and locate qualified instructors (Long
and Warmbrod 1982, pp. 1-2). To a,yoid recurrent obsoles-
cence of programs, it is necessary to teach generic as well
as specialized skills and to augment the credit curriculum
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with more flexible. tailor-made, noncredit offering; (Ed ling
1982, pp. 4-8).

Much of the current literature on training emphasizes
that effective training strategies depend on joint corporate/
collegiate planning and on communitywide coordination
(American Association 1983, pp. 7, 17; Long and
Warmbrod 1982, pp. 5-6; National Governors Association
1 3, p. 21). Interest is also growing in statewide coordina-
tion. Although virtually all 50 states have manpower devel-
opment programs, many of them featuring customized job
training for new companies entering the area (Urban Insti-
tute 1983, p. 14), few if any states have comprehensive
programs linking job training to the capabilities of their
postsecondary education system (Wilson 1981, n. 11).

Tke labor market and occupationalforecasting
A mismatch between job openings and the skills of the
workforce is increasingly apparent in cities across the
country. When high unemployment exists side by side with
severe shorages of skilled persopnel, it is evident that
human resources are not being used to the fullest. An im-
portant economic objective, therefore, is to improve infor-
mation about the labor market and manpower projections
tp guide education and training:

Industry's requirements for manpower have shifted to-
ward higher levels of education, and the nation's educa-
tional institutions have responded withnew programs and
delivery systemsbut in a "piecemeal and uncoordinated
fashion" (Kyle 1981, p. 101). k number of reasons are
apparent for the persistent imbalance, but the inadequacy
of labor market information systems is one factor that can
be corrected (Kyle 1981). The establishment of -human
resources management centers" is one way to correct the
imbalance: Colleges and universities, local businesses.
and government agencies would join forces "to provide
the information base and technical assistance needed to

-avoid serious disruptions in the local economy" (Kyle
1981. p. 102).

Information garnered from employers, however, does
not always give clear signals on long-range requirements.
Among technology-based companies in the Boston area.
for example. some employers anticipated reduced needs

Over the next
two decades,
the skills of
over 40
percent of the
current
workforce
may become
obsolete.
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for technicians as a result of automation, while others cited
different factors likely to increase demands (Useem 1982.
p. ii). These responses point to the more fundamental prob-
lem of interpreting complex and often countervailing trends
in the economy: In which areas will employment gains be
greatest? What importance should be attached to advanced
technology, to the growth Of service industries, or to the
shift to an information society? A number of writers, ex-
trapolating from past labor statistics. predict growth in
high - technology employment but see it as a relatively small
part'of the overall future economy (Peterson 1982: Pollack
1984: Rumberger 1983). Other sources, taking more of a
futurist approach, foresee vast changes in which new tech-
nology and people with the requisite skills will play a cru-
cial role (Helms 1981. pp. 7-14; Molitor 1981. p. 23: Nais-
bitt 1982. pp. 49 -52).

Does anyone really know what, jobs will exist, say. in the
year 2000? We do not presently have a system to fo
the occupations that wilt be created by technological
change (Helms 1981, p. 15). Such a system would require
tracking new developments in science alacngineering,
collecting and analyzing R&D data. studying new produc-
tion facilities, processes. and products. and identifying
changing requirements for skills and knowledge (pp. 17-
18). Information collection and'analysis of this kind are
elements in the "emerging science of occupational fore-
casting" (p. 17). which Helms regards as essential to pre-
pare people for productive roles in tomorrow's workforce.

These aspects of human resource development pertain-
ing to professional manpower. training/retraining.-and fore-
casting of new occupations and needed manpower all con-
stitute additional agenda items for the high - technology
connection. The major mechanisms for academic/industrial
cooperation for the development of human resources in-
-elude professional and technical degree programs.
business/industry advisory committees, cooperative educa-
tion, continuing education courses, extended degree pro-
grams. nontraditional crea programs. industrial adjunct
faculty. and cooperative planning and program councils.

Scientific. engineering. business. and other professional
and technical degree programs. Such institutional pro-
grams are found at various levels in most academic institu-
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Lions: they represent those areas of the curriculum that are
especially oriented toward business and industry. Faculty
from these areas are generally most active in pursuing
academic/industrial links (Ferrari 1984, P. 17). (For indus-
trial evaluations of the graduates of these programs, see
Lynton 1981. Sirbu et al. 1976. and Useem 1981. 1982.)

Business/industry advisory committees. Most institutions
have departmental or collegiate advisory structures to gain
input from the private sector. They are especially common
in two-year colleges. The extent of actual collaboration
between the institution and corporate representatives var-
ies, however. Whether this mechanism provides a strong
enough' voice for industry is questionable (Cross 1981. p.
6). That its effectiveness depends on a genuine desire for
advice rather than simply an interest in seeking financial
support is apparent (Battenburg 1980, p. 9). Some corpora-
tions. particularly those heavily involved in R&D, have
technical advisory boards of their own on which academic
scientists !sometimes serve (Baer 1977. p. 49).

Cooperative education. Extolled by many observers as one
of the most effective of all models of academic/industrial
cooperation. "co-or provides students with opportunities
to test career directions, institutions with a mechanism to
integrate theory and practice. and employers with a low-
cost method of identifying.potential future employees
(Wilson n.d.). Alternating periods of study and of work
called "sandwich courses" in the Unitedikbigdom and
simply "alternation in Europehas the potential of bring-
ing institutions and industries closer (Organization for Eco-

q'tiomic Cooperation 1982. pp. 61-63). First established in
this country at the University of Cincinnati in 1906. coop-
erative education grew slowly but steadily until the 1960s,
when federal funds became available and encouraged ex-'

alansion to over 1.000 colleges and universities (Brodsky.
"'Kaufman. and Tooker 1980. p. 60).

Continuing education courses. Offerings in continuing
education have grown steadily in recent years; they. are
increasingly important for updating the workforce at evkry
level. The number of four-year colleges and universities
that operate extension. continuing education. correspon7
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dence, and various noncredit programs was estimated at
1,233 in 1978, more than twice the number offering such
programs.in 1967-68 (Peterson 1979, pp. 24-25). Advocates
of lifelong learning continue to press for the integration of
continuing education into the mainstream of academic life
(Votruba 1978). For high-technology industries, participa-
tion in continuing education is particularly important to
avoid obsolescence in scientific and engineering knowledge
(Brodsky, Kaufman. and Tooker 1980, p. 54). Some private
colleges offer special training on managing high-technology
enterprises to industry executives (Wood 1983. p. 62).

Extended degree programs. External or extended degree
programs are awarded "on the basis of some program of
preparation . . not centered on traditional patterns of
residential collegiate or university study" (Houle 1974. p.
15). Adults employed in industry or working at home usu-
ally constitute the student body. and access is provided by
holding courses at different times or places or by using
alternative modes of instruction (Johnson 1984, p. 484). A
national survey disclosed 244 undergraduate external de-
gree programs offered by 134 institutions in 1976 (Sosdian
and Sharp 1977. p. vii). Such programs may be offered by
single-institutions or by a consortium of colleges (Valley
1979, pp. 156-73). In some cases, they are offered in con-
junction with local industries to meet employees' needs
through flexible scheduling, in-house classes, or use of
televised instruction (Kyle '1981. pp. 105-7: Useem 1981.
p. 21: Valley 1979. p. 176).

Nontraditional credit programs. Programs such as the
American Council on Education's Program on Noncollegi-
ate Sponsored Instruction (PONS!) and the Council for the
Advancement of Experiential Learning (CAEL) have en-
listed growing numbers of institutions in efforts to award
credits for extrainstitutional learning that equates to aca-
demic coursework (Cross 1978, p. 23)..The ACE program
uses panels of experts to evaluate courses given in indus-
trial and other nonacademic settings and to recommend
amounts and types of academic credit that might be
awarded to those enrolled. The experiential learning pro-
gram coordinated by CAEL helps member institutions
develop tools for assessing competencies gained through
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experience in the workplace or elsewhere. A study of 99
public and private colleges in Ohio found that a majority of
responding institutions endorsed the awarding of credit for
both noncollegiate and experiential learning under certain
conditions (Cameron 1980, p. 2). Such efforts, though still
controversial, can he viewed as important ways to bridge
the gap between education and businesses and industries
(DeMeester 1981, pp. 74-76),

Industrial adjunct faculty. The use of knowledgeable peo-
ple from industry as adjunct faculty is a well-established
Mechanism of cooperationone that is especially valuable
for instruction in new areas of technology. Community
colleges will find it increasingly necessary to use technical
experts as part-time instructors. and full-time faculty may
find it beneficial to.attend their sessions as well (Edling
198' pp. 4-5) The number of adjunct faculty appears to
be increasing in engineering schools because of the short-
age of regular faculty (Peters and Fusfeld 1983). The larger
significance of adjunct professorships for academic/
industrial cooperation undoubtedly depends on how
the campus and contributing organization handle the ar-
rangement.

Cooperative planning and program councils. Increasingly.
colleges and universities are working with the private sec-
tor in cooperative planning and sponsorship of programs to

r meet changing needs for education and training (Craig and
Evers 1981. pp. 41-42: Cross 1981. pp. 5-6: Warmbrod.
Persavich, and 4..Angelic 1981. pp. 63-67. 107-11)!Com-
munity and technical colleges have often led the way in
such partnerships. but private colleges end state universi-
ties are involved too, and sometimes a number of institu-
tions of different types work together in a particular region
or locality. Ongoing. systematic cooperation is often rec-
ommended to assess needs, inventory resources, and for-
mulate respective roles. but such cooperation appears to
be more the exception than the rule, Many opportunities.
such as tuition aid programs, are still underused, and the
needs of the workforce are larger than either sector can
meet acting alone (Craig and Evers 1981, pp, 41. 43: Lyn-
ton 1981. pp. 10, 13 -15).

40.
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This brief overview of education and training programs
hardly does justice to the human resources dimension of
the :;ubject. It does suggest, however, the vast amount of
joint activity in this area, which for many writers is the
main arena of academic / industrial linkages. The extent of
cooperative effort as well as its importance for economic
development more than justifies the inclusion of human
resource development in any conceptual framework of
intersector relations.

Conceptualizing Academic/Industrial Cooperation
The literature on economic development may be the best
place to look for guidance on the conceptualization of
academic/industrial cooperation. A reading of recent devel-
opment plans in practically any state will certainly disclose
references to research and its link to advanced technology.
but they appear alongside many other concerns. In Penn-
sylvania; for example, the Ben Franklin Partnership Pro-
gram has three cornerstones:

Joint research and development, in concert with the
private sector, in specified areas like robotics, biotech-
nology, and CAD/CAM. (These areas vary by center.
with each emphasiiing four or five areas.)
Education and training, assisting all institutions of
higher education to train and retrain individuals in the
skills essential in starting and expanding firms.
Entrepreneurial assistance services, which include link-
ing R&D, entrepreneurs. venture capitalists, and other
financial resources; assisting in the preparation of
business plans and feasibility studies; and providing
small business incubator space and services and tech-
nology transfer (Pennsylvania Department of Coif:-
merce 1983, p. I).

Here again are the three essential bases identified earlier
that link academia to industrial and governmental efforts to
promote technological development. Table 2 illustrates the
substantive areas of interaction, summarizing relationships
observed in the development literature between major
economic goals involving technology and specific develop-
mental strategies. All of these relationships assume cooper-
ation between the higher education and corporate com-
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TABLE 2
ACADEMIC/INDUSTRIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN RELATION TO ECONOMIC

DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND STRATEGIES

Economic
Goals

Generation and application
of s,lientificitechnological
knowledge.

Trained manpower at all
levels for technological
employment.

Effectiveness and innova-
tiveriess in new and existing
industries.

Developmental
Strategies

Strengthen basic and
research in colleges

and universities.

Increase interaction among
basic research, applied
research. and development
processes as they occur in
academia and industry.

Strengthen scientific, engi-
neering. business. and other
professional and technical
programs in higher educa-
tion.

Strengthen training and
retraining in .technology
skills.

Improve labor-market infor-
mation and occupational
forecasting.

Support technology transfer
mechanisms' to increase
innovation among larger.
established firms and small
entrepreneurs.

Ak Encourage a variety of
services to help entrepre-
neurs in creating and ex-
panding new industries.

Academk/Industrial
Relationships

RESEARCH AND DEVELOP-
MENT RELATIONSHIPS

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOP..

MENT RELATIONSHIPS

ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVEL-

OPMENT RELATIONSHIPS

The' libeltTvc hitoloo (*mine( /lull

BEST (*Mt AVAILABLE -94
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munities and center around research and development.
humaif resources, and entrepreneurial development.

In this broader conceptual framework, research still
occupies an important position, but the relationships de-
noted as technology transfer, in keeping with the research
paradigm, now are subsumed under the broader vategory
of entrepreneurial development. Further, the interactions
related to education and training now constitute a category
of their own as human resource development relationships.
The three major categori9, it might be added, reflect the
primary goals and strategies in current economic plan-
ning for technological de, elopment without distorting the
major mission of higher education in iisearch, teaching,
and service.

Still another advantage of this framework is that it recog-
nizes the potential roles of a larger number of participating
institutions and firms. Whereas the research paradigm
tends icy highlight only the leading research universities and
the largest industrial R&D performers, the model sug-
gested here can be adapted to the whole panorama of colle-
giate and corporate organizations. Clearly many hundreds
of colleges and companies can.elect to work together to
further one Dr more of the major goals of economic im-
provement if they desire to do so.

in addition to identifying the substantive areas of in-
teraction, a conceptual framework should also speak to the
qualitative nature of academic/industrial relations. Genuine
cooperation in research or in sharing facilities is Mill "un-
common." most high-technology linkages are initiated by
academic staff, and extending additional forms of service
as in industrial incubator programs may generate more
industry-initiated demands than academic institutions are
prepared for (Southern Regional Education Board 1983b,
p. 4). Further, intersector relationships have thus far had
only a modest influence on the activities of academic and
industrial organizations (Gold 1981). The vested interests
of neither side have yet been engaged: "We have not yet
reached a point where the enrollments of higher education
or the profits of corporations have been tied to direct col-
laborative planning and action" (p. 13).

Table 3 incorporates the qualitative aspect of relation-
ships by categorizing the major models according to three
levels of interaction. At the lowest level of interaction are
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TABLE 3
ACADEMIC/INDUSTRIAL RELATIONSHIPS

L
E.

V
E
L

0
F

N
T
E

A
C
T

0
N

Academianclustrial
Partnership

Academic Activity in
Collaboration with
Industry

Academic Activity
Oriented toward Industry

BY TYPE AND

Research
and t

Rein ps

Cooperative Research
Centers

OF INTERACTION

MAJOR TYPES
OF INTERACTION

Human Resource
Development
Relationships

Cooperative Planning and
Program Councils

Entrepreneurial
Development
Relationships

Cooperative
Entrepreneurial
Development .

Research Consortia

Personnel Exchange
Programs

Special Research
Agreements

contract Research

Industrial Adjunct Faculty

Nontraditional Credit t
Programs
Extended Degree Programs

Continuing Education
Courses

Cooperative Education
Business/ Industry Advisory
Committees

Industrial Incubators and
Parks

Extension Services,

Industrial Associates
Programs

Consulting Relationships

Research Centers and
Institutes

Generation/A
of Know

Scientific. Engineering.
Business, and Other
Professional and Technical
Degree Programs

Thained
Manpower

Seminars, Speakers, and
Publications

Industrial
Innovativeness

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 96

MAJOR ECONOMIC
GOALS



those academic activities, such as campus-base research
centers, various degree programs, and publications or
speakers programs, that are oriented toward industry but
rem holly within an institutional framework. The next
level teraction consists of collaborative activity with
industry. Most linkage programs occur at this level: A
significal degree of exchange occurs between academia
and industry, without fundamental organizational change.
The highest level of interaction is the partnership Al-
though the term **partnership" is used rather loosely in the
literature, actual examples of this level of interaction are
harder to find. "True partnerships" are marked by long-
term, formai agreements, significant effort of mutual bene-
fit, and joint planning, management, and implementation
,(Prager and Omenn 1980, p 379). In. a partnership, **the
whole is greater than the sum of the parts."t

Few **pure" examples are available of any of these
models, which often display different characteristics in
different settings. Moreover, actual relationships tend to
resist characterization along a single spectrum of levels of
interaction. Nonetheless, real qualitative differences exist:
Some models go much farther in genuine interorganiza-
tional sharing thaniAhers. and those at the upper end of
the spectrum tend to display r.-Pder agendas of coopera-
tion. Depending on one's view nt, the partnership is not
necessarily the **best" or most desirable model. It may be
the most effective (and also the most problematic) way,
however, to achieve the desired outcomes of economic
development.

Analyzing Interactions and Barriers
A British observer stated several years ago that " 'if the
idea of collaboration between universities and industry is
buried underneath sufficient platitudes, it will die of suffo-
cation' " (D. C. Freshwater, cited in Baer 1977, p. 55).
There is, indeed, a great deal more rhetoric in the literature
on academic/industrial relationships than there are data
and analyses of outcomes, and barriers to analyzing these
data do exist. Generally, they are of three kinds: (1) limited
resources; (2) organizational differences; and (3) organiza-
tional rigidities.

'Theodore Settle 1983, personal communication.
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Liu:Lied resources
"Limits on available faculty time and limits on available
industrial resources" (National Science Foundation 1982,
p. 30) affect joint activity. Complex interorganizational
arrar.zments are very demanding, especially those requir-
ing the greatest amount of human input and facilities
(Brodsky, Kaufman, and Tooker 1980, p. 79). The essential
ingredient of scientific excellence is itself a limiting factor
on the academic side, which accounts for the primary con-
cern of many academic leaders for basic institutional sup-
port from state, federal, and other sources (Ferrari 1984,
P. 37).

On the industrial side, the availability of funds and the
justification of their expenditure on linkage programs are
important constraints. Time and dollar commitments may
be substantial and the potential payback highly specula-
tive: "The stakes are high and so are the risks" (Prager
and Omenn 1980, p. 380).

Organizational differences
As organizations, academia and industry differ. The em-
phasis in colleges and universities on educating students
and conducting research relates to their basic roles of dis-
seminating and extending knowledge. Industry's emphasis
on commercialization and proprietary knowledge arises
from its objectives of competitive edge and profitability.
Moreover, for institutions of higher education, research
productivity and quality of education are tied to freedom of
inquiry and the open exchange of ideas, while industry's
concern for financial viability and profit dictates setting
priorities and timetables in line with corporate objective;
(Prager and Omenn 1980. p. 380).

Because of different objectives, the time frame for ex-
pected results differs (Brodsky. Kaufman. and Tooker
1980, p. 7), and more emphasis is placed on interdisciplin-
ary work in industry than normally found in academia
(Sharp and Gumhick 1980. pp. 16-17). Values and attitudes
diverge, with the inevitable stereotyping of academics as
ivory tower theorists concerned with publications rather
than with problems in the real world and of industrialists as
overly directive, profit-hungry, and unconcerned with fun-
damental investigation. These att;tudinal problems inhibit
meaningful communication, impede-cooperative efforts,
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and are "the most difficult barriers to overcome" (Prager
and Omenn 1980, pp. 380-811.

The frequency of recommendations to improve com-
munication and mutual understanding can be understood in
the light of these differing objectives, values, and attitudes.

Industry cannot get instant knowledge any more than a
Professor can get instant experience. Industry must give
its skiff time to find out what is going on in academia
and in professional societies. and professors must spend
some of their time studying what is happening in indus-
try (Rahn and Segner 1976, p. 794).

Organizational rigidities
The key to successful research interactions is the effort of
enterprising individuals, but such persons are often frus-
trated in developing a continuing relationship "not by the
other party but by rigidities within their own organization"
(National Science Foundation 1982, p. 30). Top-level corn-
mitfnent to cooperative ventures on both sides is crucial
because of the flexibility needed to mount such programs
and the freedom participants must have from other.pres-
sures on time and work (Brociiky, Kaufman, and Tooker
1980, p. 79).

A fundamental problem on the industrial side is that
executives often fail to understand the impact of research
on the technology base of their operations and the potential
benefits of interaction with university faculty (Sharp and
Gumnick 1980, pp. 15-17). Managers need to be convinced
that research can pay off for their companies and that in-
tersector collaboration is workable. On the academic side,
top-level administrators need to adjust policies to en-
courage cooperative involvement and interdisciplinary
research by faculty. Limiting recognition of academic ac-
complishment to highly specialized work in single disci-
plines is a major roadblock to cooperation with industry
(Sharp and Gumnick 1980).

Organizational rigidities are also barriers to joint instruc-
tional programs. Many of the new degree-granting pro-
grams in the private sector and many in-house corporate
training programs as well were developed only after the
failure of earlier attempts to work out cooperative arrange-
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ments with colleges and universities (Cross 1981. p. 4).
Disciplinary -compartmentalization rigid-adherence to
fixed time periods, isolationfram practical realities, and
lack of adaptation to individual student's needs or to new
instructional technologies were among the major com-
plaints from company representatives (pp. 4-5).

Awareness of these general barriers can provide a realis-
tic assessment of the ditricultie- as welt as the opportuni-
ties associated with various cooperative efforts. Additional
insights can be gained by an analysis of successful and
unsuccessful cases. Unsuccessful cooperative research Limiting
projects, for example, lacked a continuing commitment recognition offroin the company and included academics who promised
more than they could deliver. But above all, "a communi- academic
cation gap resulting from a lack of time and effort put into accomplishment
building up a trust relationship between the two parties" to . . . work inwas evident (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 42).

The problem in analyzing outcomes is that operational singk
measures are seldom anticipated before cooperative proj- disciplines is a
eels begin. If it is indeed true that the level or extent of majorinteraction affects results, it should be possible to measure
the relationship between desired outcomes on the one hand roadblock to
and indicators of interaction on the other. The latter might cooperation
include the frequency of interpersonal contacts, the time Iwith
period covered by the project, the level of commitment in
time, money, and manhours, or the number of people and
organizations involved in various activities. To date, very
little analysis of this kind has been focused on the various
models of cooperation:

Dealing with Polley Issues
The higher education community is far from united on the
merits of closer alliances with industry. To some academ-
ics, the statements of prominent institutional leaders advo-
cating stronger links represent misguided measures to reap
the benefits of corporate largess at the expense of aca-
demic freedom. Derek Bok, president of Harvard Univer-
sity, has described the evolution of the concepts of aca-
demic freedom, autonomy, and neutrality in the early years
of this century as means of resisting interference in aca-
demic matters by powerful trustees, many of whom were
wealthy industrialists (1982, pp. 5-7). The problem, as Bok
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acknowledges, is that these principles are much harder to
adhere to now at the end of the century when colleges and
universities are deeply enmeshed in public affairs.

The issues that arise in academic/industrial relations.
then, must be addressed not only with the practical de-
mands of commerce andlovernment in mind but also with
concern for the long-range interests and mission of the
academy. Three such issues deserve special mention: (1)
intellectual property rights; (2) nontraditional delivery of
instruction; and (3) financial ties with the private sector.

Intellectual property rights
The disposition of patents and the publication of research
results are sometimes the object of lengthy negotiations
between academic and industrial participants in joint ven-.
tures. The university's interest is

. . . to assure that its patentable inventions will be (idly
and beneficially used, and that knowledge with a poten-
tial benefit to society at large will reach the public in a
timely and useful fashion (Giamatti 1982. p. 1280).

Accordingly, universities often prefer to grant nonexclu-
sive licenses to make knowledge widely availe,le, although
in some cases, exclusive licnses may serve society better.
In the communication of research results, any restrictions
on publication should be avoided "save the most minor
delay to enable a sponsor to apply for a patent or license".
(Giamatti 1982. p. 1280). Moreover, any restrictions on
free inquiry or oral communication of research re' "s are
totally- unacceptable (Giamatti 1982).

The industrial viewpoint differs.

The exclusive dominion over the "property" resulting
from funded research provides benefits that offset the
competitive risks involved in spending On innovation
while your competitor conserves his resources until he
can spend them on imitation (Kiley 1983. pp. 64-65).

Exclusive licenses provide companies an opportunity for a
return on their investment and an incentive for additional
expenditures "to pull the research results into the market-
place" (Kiley 1983. p. 65).
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Actual agreements on these matters vary; they appeal to
be evolving. Some universities maintain strict policies and
insist on reserving patent rights even in cooperative en-
deavors. while others emphasize basic t;uideliries with
room for flexibility on specific projects (Brodsky. Kauf-
man, and Tooker 1980. pp. 31-32). An increasing number
of institutions are developing their (awn patent management
organizations. With some exceptiorK. companies generally
feel comfortable with this approach. particularly if institu-
tions provide exclusive licenses for a certain time period
(National Science Foundation 1982. p. 25). Numerous uni-
versities are reviewing their policies on patents and licens-
ing or have recently revised them to adapt' to changing
opportunities (Peters and Fusfe:d 1983. p. 106).

When findings are published. corporations sometimes
seek special guarantees concerning dissemination of infor-
mation. The MonsantoWashington University agreement
for medical research on proteins and isvtides. for exam-

_ pie, has a secrecy clause. Technical developments may not
be published without the company's approval and must
remain secret until published. Faculty may also be required
to sign statements committing them to confidentiality (Bou-
ton 1983. p. 126). The typical period for prepublication
review at 39 universities in one survey was from one to six
months (Peters and Fusfeld 1983, p. 38). The agreement
between Hoechst. A. G.. and Massachusetts General Hos-
pital at Harvard simply requires that papers be sent to the
company 30 days Wore submission to journals (Bouton
1983. p. 126).

Corporate personnel do not appear to r:gard these issues
as barriers to cooperation to the same extent that academ-
ics do. perhaps because they tend to view them as capable
of resolution through negotiation (Cromie 1983. p. 252:
Peters and Fusfeld 1983. p. 38). Although the orientation of
academia and industry diffe,rs. it is often possible to arrive
at a "reasonable compromise" (Jefferson 1982. p. 260).

Nontraditional delivery of instruction
Nontraditional study and continuing education programs
have expanded in recent years in response to the phenome-
nal increase in the number of adults returning to school for
educational experiences of all kind!. Surging adult enroll.
ments qwareness of a still-larger potential market of
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adults have produced a large body of literature concerned
with the needs and characteristics of aeults as learners and
with the challenge to traditional, providers of education to
adapt their programs and services.

Many of the recommended changes are relevant to the
educational and training requirements of the private sector.
Offering external study opportunities through unconven-
tional scheduling or media, -warding credit for learning
gained outside the-academic setting, and joining employers
in tailoring programs for workers all represent ways to
bring education anti the workplace closer together. While
representatives of business and industry applaud these
efforts, however, they often generate concern and resist-
gice in academic quarters. Much of this resistance focuses
on academic standards and on control of the curriculum.

One imaginative approach to academic /industrial cooper-
ation illustrates the problem of nontraditional education
(Cross 1981. p. 5). The John .Woot; Community College in
Illinois works cooperatively with the Harris Corporation
and with a private liberal arts college in a."common
market" approach. The community college diagnoses com-
munity and 'student needs and acts as a "broker" for the
delivery of instruction. The corporation offers technical
instruction in broadcast electronics technology and pro-
vides physical facilities and sophisticated equipment. The
liberal arts college contracts to provide general and liberal
arts studies. The communitylcollege itself offers remedial
education, social facilities,, counseling, and administrative
services. .

These and similar arrangements may meet objections
from many faculty on the grounds that they substitute the
broker role for that of sole provider of instruction and give
too strong a hand to industrial firms in determining curricu-
lum. While the concerns are valid, the question should not
he debated simply i terms of autonomy but in terms of the
extent to which the arrangement contributes effectively to
the education of students (Cross 1981). Perhaps the more
fundamental point is that "learning or knowledge resides in
the individual rather than in the courses offered by pro-
viders" (Cross 1978, p. 23).

Some writers have suggested that nontraditional
methods like experiential learning asseSsirtent raise such
basic issues about the educational process that faculty
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resist them because they are threatening (Meyer 1975. p.
15). On the other hand, advocates of various innovations
need to take certain objective and legitimate factors into
account. For example, in an empirical study of faculty
attitudes toWard external degree programs that discovered
respondents tended to be quite receptive to the proposed
innovation, the factors most strongly correlated with re-
ceptivity were the estimated feasibility in the professor's
own field, the extent of agreement with the goal of greater
access, and the desirability of various alternative methods
of delivery (Johnson 1984, p. 493).

It is too simplistic to assume that educators are simply
opposed to change (Craig and Evers 1981, pp. 42-43). Con-
cerns about diminished standards and autonomy can be

4dealt.with constructively only by bringing academics and
employers together to discuss them directly. Adjustments
in tire thinking of both sectors are necessary, and develop-
ing.strong working relationships is critical if both are to
contribute effectively to the manpower needs of the nation
(Lynton 1981. p.4).

Financial ties with the private sector
As industrial and academic organizations move closer in
new ventures. another emerging problem area is that of
financial ties between them. The problem may occur at the
individual level through consulting relationships or at the
organizational level throuili investment. Financial connec-
tions arise in the realm of service through technology
transfer and entrepreneurial development, but they pose
serious problems for academic objectivity.

That academic freedom is essential for both scientific
excellence and objectivity has been forcefully argued (Buk
1982. pp. 17-36). The influence of exciting opportunities to
consult or render other services for external organizations .

may pose even greater dancers to scholarship than conven-
tional attacks on academic freedom, however, causing
professors to become more cautious and less able to main-
tain a detached viewpoint (p. 25).

One of the ways objectivity can be undermined is
through a faculty member's own financial ties with private
corporations. Such ties are "substantial" if a professor
becomes a manager of a company in his or her area of re-
search or acquires a significant share of stock in such a
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company (Giamztti 1982, p. 1279). The conflicts that 'hen
arise are threefold: diversion of time and energy from uni-
versity work, conflicts regarding dissemination of know! -

edge. and ambiguities in the direction of research and rela-
tionships with one's colleagues and students. in such
cases, it may be advisable to ask the faculty member to
relinquish his or her academic appointment. As a result of
such concerns, Yale, Harvard. the University of Califor-
nia. and other institutions are now requiring faculty mem-
bers to disclose annually their connections with corpora-
tions and are developing guidelines to deal with cases of
extensive involvement (Bouton 1983. pp. 151-52).

A somewhat parallel danger to objectivity -can arise at
the organizational level as well...Financial pressures have
prompted colleges and universities to consider the possibil-
ity of increasing revenues by exploiting the products of
academic research (Fusfeld'1981. pp. 4-5). It is a natural
enough step from developing the patents an institution
owns to considering ownership in the spin-off companies it
spawns, especially when so much publicity accompanies
the fortunes earned by new ventures in biotechnology and
other areas.

Financially supporting firms started by an institution's
own faculty has clear advantages, as well as dangers (Na-
tional Governors Association 1983. p. 14). It enables the
university to encourage technological advancement while
obtaining equity in a potentially huge new source of reve-
nue. But most observers to date agree that the dangers far
outweigh the advantages. Institutional neutrality might be
undermined, as financial considerations begin to influence
the recruitment and treatment of faculty, the admission and
opportunities available to graduate students, and the publi-
cation of research findings (Fusfeld 1981. p. 5). Harvard's
decision in 1980 not to enter a commercial venture with
some or its faculty was based on similar considerations
on the realization -that [the] pathway to riches would be
marked by every kind of snare and pitfall" (Bok 1982. p.
160). Third-party mechanisms may be a much better ap-
proach (Fusfeld 1981. p. 6; National Governors Associa-
tion 1983. p. 31).

The challenge in working with industry in research.
teaching, and service, then, is to pursue new opportunig.i-..s
in ways that do not distort or limit freedom of inquiry.
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dilute high standards of instruction, or diminish the acade-
my's objectivity and integrity.

These opportunities should not drive us toward arrange-
ments . . . that abridge our principles We should
negotiate' appropriate arraogements. openly arrived at.
that can further our mission (Giamatti 1982. p. 1280).

Summary
This chapter has considerably expanded the horizon of
academic/industrial relations, replacing the conceptual
perspective based chiefly on the research paradigm by a
broader framework embracing cooperative relations in
human resource development. in research, and in entrepre-
neurial development. Specific' mechanisms of cooperation
in each of these areas can be categorized by three general
levels of .interaction. At the highest level of interaction.
academic/industrial partnerships are the form of relation-
ship most often "recommended for effective contributions to
technological development but least often discovered in
present practice.

Balancing higher education's opportunities and obliga-
tions with its own mission and principles is a'dclicatc
matter.

Clearly. higher education' role is extremely important
in the development of high technology industry. The
question .lacing educational. political. and business lead-
ers is specifically how higher education can best he part
of economic development activities while maintaining its
general mission for society (Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board I983b. pp. $-9).
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CONCLUSION

Technology is of the earth, earthy; it is susceptible to
pressure from industry and government departments; it
is under an obligation to deliver the goods 11w atti-
tude of universities toward technology is still ambiguous;
until the ambigiiity is resolved the universities will not
have adapted themselves to one Qf the major conse-
quenees of tin scientUic revolution (Ashby PM.. l,, 66).

This report looks at academic /industrial relationships from
the viewpoint of economic development or. more spec&
cally, of development thwugh technological innovation.
Today's widespread interest in linkages between higher
education and industry results from powerful 'pressures to
strengthen the nation's technological capabilities in the
,face of worldwide economic competition. Numerous states
have launched ambitious plans for technological develop-
merit designed in part to forge a high-technology connec-
tion between higher education and industry in the areas of
research, manpower training, and technology transfer.

Cooperation in research and development typically in.
volves the leading research universities and the large cor-
porations that undertake extensive research and develop-
ment themselves. The font !edition of relationships
between American universities and corporations, marked
by periodic ups and downs. has recently taken on a new
intensity, especially in fields of very rapid technological
change. Among the incentives for stronger research ties
are the universities' needs to augment federal funding and
industry's needs to cope with increasing competition and
maintain access to science-based technology. Several
models of cooperation in research are common, ranging
from short-term contracts involving one institution and one
company to cooperative research centers that may involve
multiple institutions. companies, and purposes.

Cooperation in technology transfer is of interest to eco-
nomic planners because of the view that advance:; in sci-
ence and technology contribute to economic development
only when they are used in the marketplace. Invention is
but one part of the process of technological innovation.
Several stages, considerable cost and risk. and countless
factors affect its success. The circumstances of a particular
community, an existing corporation. or a small business
.enterprise are all relevant to effective transfer. and the}

Today's
widespread
interest in
(academics
industrial]
linkages . . .
results from
powerful
pressures to
strengt n the
nation'
technol gical
capabil
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challenge academic institutions to work with other organi-
zations in providing an array of services. in their most
advanced form, the mechanisms used represent a coopera-
tive approach to entrepreneurial development that goes far
beyond transmittal of information.

Technological progress also depends'on scientific and
engineering manpower. training and retraining of the wort:
force, and information on future occupational require-
ments. Collegiate a: ;d corporate organizations work to:
gether to address such needs through advisory structures.
traditional and nontrauitional programs, and other means.
Thus, a conceptual framework for intersector relations
must include the human resources dimension along with-
research activities and entrepreneurial services to encom-
pass all of the substantive areas of interactiom. Such a
framework should also indicate that cooperative mode:.
vary in the extent of interaction involved, some being
merely industry oriented, others collaborative in nature.
an.1 still othershowever few in numberrepresenting full
partnerships. A total perspective further recognizes that
serious barriers tb cooperation will be e-countered and
that fundamental policy issues will arise. the first reflect-
ing the difficulties of interorganizational effort and the sec-
ond, the inevitable tensions between the role of service
and the principles of academic freedom, autonomy. and
objectivity.

Expectations and Constraints
Higher education and the corporate community share a
common history of productive relationships in all of these
major areas. Colleges and universities are already contrib-
uting significantly to the economic well-being of the nation.
as they have been doing since the earliest years of the re-
public. Why, then. should academic/industrial linkages
suddenly seem so vital to so many observers of the con-
temporary scene? Is there really any need to place this
mattix high on the agenda for planning and action? ,

The high-technology -onnection is a matter of considera-
ble urgency for several reasons: 0

The extraordinarily widespread concern throughout
the nation for economic improvement stemming from
decreased productivity, massive unemployment. and
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major losses in market shares of manufactured goods
to foreign competitors;
The pervasive sense that the socioeconomic character
of society is changing, with concomitant needs to re-
apply our intellectual and material resources in areas
of greatest promise. such as advanced technology:
The almost universal conviction that no sector of soci-
ety is unaffected or can remain aloof from efforts to
improve the economy and that in this regard public/
private partnerships are imperative;
The unprecedented energy and resources being com-
mitted to develop and launch comprehensive develop-
ment strategies in almost every state of the union:
The startling fact, in view of expressions of public
disaffection with higher education in the recent past,
that public officials are once more turning to academia
to play a major role in what is probably the foremost
concern of many communities, states, and regions.

The realization i% it is expected oc the academic com-
munity is even ri sobering in light of the constraints
with which institutions most deal. The most obvious limit-
ing factor pertains to resources.

To spark discovery at the cutting edge of science re-
quires sufficient numbers of highly competent research
staff, well-equipped laboratories, up-to-date facilities, and
adequate support services. To participate in the develop-
ment of human resources through education and training
requires a full complement of i'..structional staff, a reason-
able ratio of faculty to students. and the kinds of salary
scales and working conditions necessary to attract and
hold the ablest professor s. And to provide the additional
services to corporations. small firms, and comm'inities that
will promote entrepreneurial development, colleges and
universities must have the means to establish and staff
service units with competent professionals. Nearly six
out of ten faculty members feel their departments do not
have sufficient resources to carry out their present' mis-
sions (Watkins 1983. p. 19). Among those most concerned
are faculty in business. science. and engineeringthe
very areas most likely to be called upon for develop-
ment projects.
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State planners,lederal funding agencies, or public offi-
cials, including those most anxious for higher education to
contribute to economic development, do not always recog-
nize these needs, accounting for the fact that most college
and university presidents regard inadequacies in basic sup-
port as the major obstacle tc academic involvement with
industry (Ferrari 1984, p. 14). It also accounts for the uni-
versal agreement that sustained levels of federal support
are crucial to sustain higher education's research capabili-
ties (Fusfeld 1983. p. 15).

In this connection, it is important to note that industrial
support, even if dramatically increased, cannot take the
place of funding from public sources for academic science.
Even if corporate contributions were to double or even
triple, they would still cover only a small portion of aca-
demic R&D (National Science Foundation 1982. p. 28). Or.
to look at the matter another way, each I percent cut in
federal research funding requires nearly a 25 percent in-
crease in industrial support to maintain the present level of
funding: (McCoy, Krakower. and Makowski 1982, p. 349).

But other factors limit academic/industrial relationships
as well. Our knowledge of innovation is limited. Techno-
logical innovation is a complex process that is not well ,

understood. The same is true of our knowledge of organi-
zational innovation, especially in the case of forging new
structures that span organizational boundaries. Machiavel-
li's observation that "there is nothing more difficult to
carry out, nor more doubtful of success, nor more danger-
ous to handle, than to initiate a new order of things" is still
apt (1950, p. 21). -Creating a [new organization] is concep-
tually and action-wise as complex a task as can be under-
taken . . ." (Saiason 1972, p. 21). Yet the usual tendency is
to underestimate the difficulties and to fail to anticipate
problems before they arise (p. 76).

Intersector endeavors are indeed difficult to develop and
manage. It would help if the demanding nature of such
efforts were recognized and appropriate steps taken at the
outset. One important measure is to proVide-for the kind of
leadership that can foster communication and trust and
cope with the inevitable conflicts that arise when very dif-
ferent organizations attempt to work together.

All of these limitations and constraints are sufficient
grounds to worry about promising more than can be deliv-
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ered. Bu when economic development is tied to political
agendas, it may be hard to avoid.

Modesty . . . is not the hallmark of political initiatives:
consequently, one must beware the danger of overselling
university-industry collaboration as an innovation
"breakthrough" (Baer 1980, p. iv).

Academic institutions, nevertheless, can at least temper
their own public statements and perhaps support a stronger
role in state development planning for their state coordinat-
ing agencies. State higher education boards are familiar
with institutional constraints and with their needed re-
sources as well; they can therefore exert a moderating
influence if they have the opportunity. This matter will
undoubtedly receive increasing attention in the future. as it
is a weakness in many current state initiatives and because
better coordination is necessary to use effectively the vari-
ous types of postsecondary institutions in each state.

Strengthening Industrial Relationships
Ultimately, the role played by each institution will be de-
termined by its own faculty, administration, and board of
trustees. Not all institutions will wish to emulate Stanford
and MIT or the many community and technical colleges
whose participation with industry is heralded so often.
At such institutions, it appears that "the philosophy of in-
dustrial collaboration has been fully integrated into the
academic mission . . ." (General Accounting Office
1983. p. 48).

Many institutions, however, appear to have a strong
interest in strengthening their industrial relationships. At
most of the institutions in one survey, the presidents did
not give very high marks to their present cooperative ar-
rangements with industry, but 0(4 did rate the potential
for increased cooperation during the 1980s as very high.
Moreover, this positive interest was evident at all types of
institutions in all parts of the country (Ferrari 1984. p. 20).

Colleges and universities have a number of options for
improving relationships with industry, creating new
positions an "ombudsman" who can make it easier for
outsiders to find the resources they need within the institu-
tion (Lee 1982, p. 131) or an "academic entrepreneur" who
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can effectively link academic personnel with corporate
needs (Western Interstate Commission 1980. p. 35)or
new unitsan "information, monitoring, and innovation
center" to provide systematic information on the state of
new technology (Bugliarello and Simon 1976, p. 79). a "re-
gional services institute" where faculty and students would
be involved in interdisciplinary researci,i, teaching. and
service (McGarrah 1981, p. 133). or a professional! prac-
tice plan" to channel faculty consulting or training activi-
ties through the institution (Linnell 1982b. pp. 130-32;
Lynton 1981, p. 13).

Within every institution, many current activities relate in
some way to industry. Within comprehensive universities.
they may be found in all three areas of cooperation:. re-
search, human resource development, and entrepreneurial
development. A good way to begin might be to review the-
programs in each of these areas and determine how effec-
tively they are working and how they might be improved.
Such deliberations might become part of the institution's
strategic planning process. with periodic monitoring of
cooperative activities and outcomes in relation to changing
needs (Kyle 1981. p. 100).

Some of the activities an institution might consider un-
dertaking are listed in table 4. These activities constitute a
kind of "industrial relations audit." They may or may not
lead to recommendations for new positions, new units, or
revised policies and programs. Certainly they should not
be undertaken without the participation of faculty and of
industrial and community representatives as well.

Institutional initiatives of this kind do not mean that all
academic endeavors should be judged in economic terms.
A commitment to contribute to economic development
need not be incompatible with academic values, so long as
it is implemented on terms defined by the academy. In
times of transition, it is necessary to "completely rethink
what it is that you are doing" (Naisbitt 1982. p. 86).
Clearly it is time fgr higher education to do just that with
regard to its relations with industry.
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TABLE 4
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AN INDUSTRIAL

RELATIONS AUDIT

Inventory and evaluate coopetative activities already in place in
the areas of research. human resources. and entrepreneurial
services. Ask representatives of business and industry to assist.

Survey the interestsand expertise of faculty related to industrial
and technological matters: do not cssume that this recommenda-
tion applies only to science. engineering. te0mology.' or business
faculty.

Work with corporations. small business associations. local com-
munity growth organizations. and government agencies to assess
the private sector's needs in the region. Identify gaps in services.
rank unmet needs. and consider specific actions to enhance re-
sponsiveness.

Review and evaluate departmental. collegiate. and institutional
policies affecting faculty participation (time. reporting. recogni-
tion. rewards). the use of facilities and other resources. and the
treatment of income and expenditures.

Review institutional policies regarding patents and licensing to
ascertain whether they balance the interests of industrial support-
ers. the institution itself. and the community at large.

Review institutional practices in the area of nontraditional pro-
grams and services to assess the extent to which adult learners'
needs are met and academic standards are maintained.

Review policies pertaining to consulting to determine whether
they encourage appropriate use of faculty expertise without de-
tracting from other academic responsibilities and without dimin-
ishing opportunities for the institution as a whole to respond to
industry.

Consider mechanisms for overall improvement of linkages. such
a., special liaisons. service units or practice plans. industrial rep-
resentatives boards, and so on.

Survey local, state, and federal programs and funding opportuni-
tics to identify those that match local or regional needs. Assign
specific individuals to gather detailed information on relevant
areas and.to develop proposals for funding.

Invite faculty in nontechnical disciplines to develop courses.
seminars. or series dealing with technology and its implications
for society, and the quality of life.
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